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Grand Valley to pilot new freshman program
■ New first-year 
experience plan 
set to begin in
2004/2005
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Associate Dean of 
Students Diana Pace 
spoke to the Grand Valley 
Student Senate on March 
18 about a pilot program 
the university is planning 
to implement in select 
freshman housing for the 
2004/2005 academic 
year.
Pace outlined the pro­
gram during her address 
to the senate, and 
explained the changes 
that will take place in
Kistler and Copeland for 
students who choose to 
participate.
The program will be 
called Compass, and will 
begin what may eventual­
ly become a university­
wide freshman experi­
ence.
Some of the most 
notable aspects of the 
pilot program will 
include a common read­
ing of “Soul Catcher,” a 
novel written by Charles 
Johnson. The book will 
be required summer read­
ing for students in the 
program, and the book 
will be part of discussions 
in freshman seminar 
classes. Also, the author 
will be visiting campus to 
discuss the novel.
Another change
revolves around the 
freshman seminar pro­
grams, which will take a 
more active role than the 
current offering. Pace 
said the new program 
would encourage
improvements of the 
existing Freshman
Seminar 100 class.
Pace said one of the 
main ideas of the pro­
gram includes enrolling 
students in what she 
called “blended classes.” 
She described the classes 
as groups of courses that 
would allow students who 
lived in the same living 
centers to enroll in the 
same sections of various 
classes typically taken by 
first-year students.
For example, students 
could be enrolled in the
STUDENTS IN THE CLASSROOM: PART III
same freshman seminar 
class, the same section of 
Math 110 or the same 
section of Writing 150.
Pace said some bene­
fits of this could be stu­
dents studying with peo­
ple they live with or 
being able to more easily 
collaborate on projects 
for classes.
Students in the 
Compass program would 
also have access to a ded­
icated advising center in 
Kistler Living Center.
The program would 
attempt to place an 
emphasis on academics 
and leadership, as well as 
trying to increase first- 
year student retention.
Pace explained that 
commuter students would 
not have the benefit of
living in the special hous­
ing, but would still be 
included in the blended 
classes. However, they 
would still be able to use 
the resources available to 
students who are in the 
program.
Pace was not avail­
able for additional com­
ment.
“The Compass pro­
gram is an awesome first 
step initiative to demon­
strate the university’s 
commitment to the first- 
year experience," said 
Student Senate President 
Rachael Voorhees.
“I think the whole 
program is going to be 
really, really good. I think 
it’s going to make a dif­
ference in the quality and 
caliber of our freshman
class."
Vice President of 
Educational Affairs 
Allison Reynolds, who 
has been working with 
faculty, staff and adminis­
trators on the first-year 
experience for over a 
year, said that the idea 
was worth a try, but was 
unsure if the program 
would be exactly what 
GVSU needs.
“Things like having 
advising in the living cen­
ters and bringing in speak­
ers for these students and 
blending their classes is 
definitely something that I 
think will be beneficial, 
but we have to make sure 
that it is going to work 
out,” Reynolds said.
Although the vast 
majority of comments
were positive, some sena­
tors criticized the pro­
gram.
Senator JP Rea said he 
thought the program 
seemed like GVSU was 
setting up a program to 
get a "desired product."
"It seems to me that 
they’re taking the whole 
first-year experience of 
being a college student 
and wanting to baby you,” 
Rea said. “I think that it 
kind of takes away some 
of the options for the stu­
dents. It takes away part 
of that whole oathway to 
being an adult."
Pace said she hopes 
the program will give the 
university a good idea of 
how to improve the over­
all first-year experience 
in the future.
The
Marisa
Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The battle between stu­
dent and faculty expecta­
tions appears to be at a 
stalemate.
Students will never, 
and could never, give 
themselves fully to learn­
ing and professors will not, 
and should not, lower their 
standards for a college 
education.
“There are people out 
there who say it is a 
national problem and just 
throw up their hands in 
defeat," said Catherine 
Frerichs, director of the 
Faculty Teaching and 
Learning Center. "We can 
make change individual by 
individual with policies 
and discussion at the uni­
versity level. It starts on a 
small scale.”
She said that changing 
the current expectations is 
like a freighter on Lake 
Michigan trying to change 
course.
“It’s always easier to 
lumber along the way 
you’ve been going,” she 
said.
An important step in 
narrowing the gap between 
students and faculty 
expectations is through an 
understanding of where 
each side is coming from.
Higher education stu­
dents have commitments 
beyond those in the class­
room. As much as profes­
sors wish their students 
were full-time with no 
other responsibilities, that 
is not the case.
“As much as I am a 
student, a student doesn’t 
define everything that I
Nancy Shontz, who is a 
professor of biology. 
“Students who try to work 
30 to 40 hours a week are 
doing themselves a dis­
service."
Mary Seeger, the dean 
of Academic Resources 
and Special Programs also 
said she believes students 
are missing out on the 
highest quality of an edu­
cation by working.
"I know college is 
expensive and that stu­
dents need to work, but 
many are working for lux­
uries and not necessities," 
Seeger said. "One’s class­
es ought to be top on the 
agenda for most students."
Working for luxuries 
often isn’t the case. Many 
students work because 
they need to pay for tuition 
and other bills. Still, most 
students said they could 
spend more time studying 
outside of the classroom, 
but don’t.
"I cannot say whether I 
have such an intense dedi­
cation to studies, because I 
am not required to have an 
intense dedication in order 
to succeed," said Jesse 
Bickcl in a Lanthorn letter 
to the editor. “1 have a high 
grade point average and I 
have a lot of free time on 
my hands. I do have a 
work-study job, I am quite 
active in a student organi­
zation and I spend time 
with my friends. Still, I 
have hours where I don’t 
do much of anything but 
play on my computer."
John Shontz, interim 
director of the honors col­
lege, said he thinks stu-
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am,” said junior Bennie 
Covington, an athletic 
training major. “There are 
other things incorporated 
into my 24-hour day. If I 
did everything they want­
ed me to, with sleep and
work too, I wouldn’t even 
have time to go to the 
bathroom.”
Many faculty members 
have said they think stu­
dents should focus their 
attention more on the
classroom because jobs are 
only for spending cash.
“School should come 
first; earning money to pay 
for college and a lifestyle 
should come second, 
because at this time in
their lives, traditional stu­
dents can have this priori­
ty," said Hal Larson, 
GVSU professor of engi­
neering. “Non-traditional 
students have to have other 
priorities like children,
• family, likelihood, etc.”
Nancy Shontz, a 
GVSU biology professor 
said students need to focus 
on education first.
"Getting an education 
is a full time job," said
Grand Valley Lanthorn Illustration / Kristie Gooil
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---------------------------------------Where do we go firm here?
GVSU students travel to help others
■ Some students 
chosetooffera 
helping Ixmd 
over spring break 
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Over the week of Feb. 
27 to March 3 about 200 
Grand Valley State 
University students left 
campus and their busy 
schedules behind them to 
help people in need. Two- 
hundred participants is the 
most people GVSU has ever 
sent on Alternative Spring 
Break. said Elaine 
Vandenburg, an executive 
board member of the GVSU
ASB group.
The students were part 
of 16 groups of volunteers 
representing ASB, a national 
community service program 
with local college chapters 
who take part in ASB trips, 
summer trips and alternative 
weekends.
Each of the 16 groups of 
students had about 12 partic­
ipants, two of whom were 
ASB Site Leaders.
Some of the students 
traveled to Oklahoma, while 
some went to the East Coast. 
All of the other trips range 
somewhere in between, 
although all of this year’s 
trips were at least 10 hours 
away by car.
ASB is now in its 13th 
year at GVSU, and contin­
ues to offer students the 
opportunity to learn and
grow through service proj­
ects.
Students who take part 
in ASB work with issues 
such as affordable housing, 
disabilities, domestic vio­
lence, health and AIDS, cul­
tural awareness, hunger and 
homelessness, Native 
American awareness, youth 
and poverty and the environ­
ment.
Vandenbui^ said that her 
experience with ASB has 
changed the way she views 
certain things in life.
“I went as a sophomore. 
I’ve been on three spring 
break trips, two summer 
trips and just went on an 
alternative weekend,” 
Vandenburg said.
She is also currently 
planning a summer trip.
“One of the things that
ASB has taught me is that 
you can never stop learn­
ing." Vandenburg said. “You 
can't stop learning about 
yourself or stop learning 
about other people.”
Vandenburg's first ASB 
trip was to Oklahoma where 
she worked with the 
Cherokee nation.
Last year her excursion 
took her to Washington D.C. 
where she dealt with hunger 
and homelessness. This year 
she traveled to rural 
Franklin, N. C. where she 
and the rest of her group 
worked with youth and 
poverty in the area.
“I learned so much from 
the people that I worked 
with like my group as well 
as the community that we 
worked in.” Vandenburg 
said. “You also always learn
a lot about yourself.”
She said that on her trip 
this year, she learned the 
most from the children in the 
community that she worked 
in.
Some of the children 
were disabled, some were 
more poor than others, but 
Vandenburg said that it did 
not matter because they 
were all just kids who want­
ed to play and have fun.
“It didn't matter who 
you were, what you Ux>ked 
like, or what your parents 
did or didn’t do," she said. 
“It’s hard to describe ASB in 
words, you just have to do it 
and experience it. It’s just 
the most amazing experi­
ence ever. Personally, it’s 
allowed me to see things dif­
ferently and it’s really 
changed me.
Courtesy of Flaine VanHenhurg
Amy Casey and Jessica Lonlk build a wheelchair ramp in 
Nashville, TN during a "Building Mobility" ASB trip
Ill this 
issue
News
Javasphere, the replacement for 
Afterwards Cafe, opened March 22 with 
a goal to impact GVSU's coffee-consum­
ing population.
A6 Laker Life
Kevin Cokley commemorated the 50th Anniversary 
of the U.S. Supreme Court's Brown v. Board of 
Education decision by speaking to students March 
18 in the Kirkhof Center.
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increasing dependence on the 
Internet.
“I think the strong impact of 
television, electronic games and 
the Internet have led students to 
expect instant answers," John 
Shontz said. "Modem students 
too easily jump from one thing to 
the next without concentrating 
long enough on one to truly 
understand it.”
William Neal, a geology pro­
fessor who has been teaching for 
more than 35 years, said he is 
frustrated by the students who do 
not take their education seriously.
“I see a wide range of expec­
tations ranging from professional 
to 'tell me what’s going to be on 
the exam and don’t bother me 
with anything else,’” he said. "I 
think the age-old rule of a mini­
mum of two hours of study out­
side of class for every hour in 
class is true if you want to at least 
do average — more if you want to 
excel. And, if you have above 
average God-given aptitude, then 
use it to be above average.”
David Bernstein, who has 
been a professor of psychology 
for 31 years, said the university
must take some blame for lower 
student standards.
“I think that the university has 
done an inadequate Job of coun­
seling students as to realistic 
expectations,” he said. “We have 
either implicitly insinuated that 
students can take a full and 
demanding load of academic 
work and work 30 to 40 hours at 
a job or we have simply ignored 
the problem. In either case, the 
university has been derelict in its 
duty as an educational institution; 
one that is dedicated to helping its 
students think well about prob­
lems, both personal and societal.”
As members of the university 
community, GVSU faculty and 
staff try to narrow the gap 
between expectations. Some fac­
ulty members have resigned 
themselves to the difference of 
opinion and think change is an 
impossibility.
The worlds that the average 
college student and average facul­
ty member inhabit are vastly dif­
ferent — which could account for 
the disparity between expecta­
tions.
“Teaching and learning con­
stitute my job and are my lifelong 
passion,” Bernstein said. “Many 
students see education as a means 
to other ends; jobs, security, sta­
tus, meeting an obligation or 
expectation,etc. Professors live in 
a different culture. We read, 
argue, and sometimes write, 
because we love the process.
“Some students, of course 
share these values or commit­
ments. Those are the ones that 
love us and that we love. If you 
think of professors and students 
as inhabiting different subcul­
tures, then the problem’ of stu­
dent alienation from or resistance 
to professorial culture becomes 
understandable in different 
ways.”
Richard Joanisse, professor in 
the sociology department, said he 
doubts there will be any kind of 
compromise between students 
and faculty because they are so 
different.
“I don’t think faculty know a 
lot about students anymore,” he 
said. “They have a generic sense 
of what a student is. This (gap in 
expectations) is not a car. It may 
not be fixable.”
Students also do not see any 
kind of large change taking place.
Bickel said he thinks it won't 
ever be resolved.
“It would take a radical shift 
of thinking," he said. “Otherwise, 
when all the professors increased 
their standards, most people
would Hunk out of college; half 
the people here would be elimi­
nated. They don’t have that level 
of dedication and they aren’t 
required to."
Frerichs said she doesn't think 
it is an impossible situation.
"People like to know where 
they are,” she said. "When we can 
articulate where Grand Valley 
stands now, change will be able to 
happen. Enough people seem to 
be dissatisfied, especially the fac­
ulty. The students will follow and 
respond to reasonable faculty. A 
discussion has hardly happened 
aiming faculty and students."
Frerichs said the changes she 
sees taking place at GVSU will 
not happen overnight — or in the 
next year.
“We are thinking at least five 
to six years down the road," she 
said. "It will take time.”
While the current batch of 
GVSU students may never see 
any significant changes, the 
future of high-quality higher edu­
cation learning depends on the 
tapering of the student and facul­
ty expectations gap.
This article is part three of a 
three-part series on students in the 
classroom. See the previous 
installments on
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Alcohol 101- Myth and Reality
College is all about drinking- or is it? We’re taught from a young age 
by movies and TV that college students can down beers like no other. 
We’ve all seen the John Belushi poster where he’s chugging a fifth and 
wearing a shirt that simply says. "COLLEGE’’.
But now that we’re here, we’re taught to be skeptical, to question 
authority, and to see whether our sources of information are reliable. 
Can we trust Hollywood to educate us about the life and death issues 
that affect students? Let’s look at some real information about drinking 
from actual GVSU students.
73% of the 295 GVSU Freshmen we asked in April 2003 told us that 
their use of alcohol decreased or remained the same during the school 
year. 84% of the 719 other students we asked said that their alcohol 
use decreased or remained the same during the school yearl
So, do college students drink a lot? Some do, most don’t.
75% of GVSU students drink moderately or not at all!
ALERT Labs, 331.2537, alert@gvsu.edu, www.gvsu.edu/alcrt 
Ad co-sponsored by the Lanthom
Sigma Phi 
Epsilon guilty
IFC Risk
■ Sigma Phi 
Epsilon was found 
guilty for not 
following IFC rules
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthom
Sigma Phi Epsilon's planned 
fundraiser for March 10 faced a 
hearing with the Interfraternity 
Council on March 16.
The council found the frater­
nity guilty on two charges — not 
following the
Management 
Policy and
breaking the
IFC Risk
Management 
Policy’s Good 
Faith Clause.
Sigma Phi 
Epsilon was 
required to turn 
in Tiki Bob's 
insurance policy 
and their own 
Risk 
Management 
Policy 48 hours 
prior to the 
fundraiser, but 
failed to do so.
The 
fundraiser was 
to feature drink 
specials and 
Jell-O wrestling.
Adam Wild.
Sigma Phi ------------------
Epsilon's presi­
dent, said he 
thought some of the hearing was 
unfair.
Wild said he didn’t agree 
with the fact that Jeremy Cobb, 
IFC president, was able to voice 
his opinions at the hearing. He 
said it violated the Student Code 
because Cobb w as present at the 
Tiki Bob's event.
Cobb said IFC bylaws call 
for the president and viee presi­
dent of judicial affairs to run the 
meetings.
He added that he was present
ii------------------------------
We were
punished for not 
handing in our 
risk management 
policy, which was 
kind of a brand 
new rule that 
some of the 
people even in the 
room didn't know 
about.
ADAM WILD
Sigma Phi Epsilon president
----------- yy
at Tiki Bob's in order to collect 
evidence for the hearing.
Present at the hearing were 
members of the IFC judicial 
board, consisting of the IFC 
President, IFC Vice President ol 
Judicial Affairs, each president 
of Grand Valley State 
University's chapters and one 
delegate from each chapter.
Cobb said these are the peo­
ple "that make the final decision 
on what the chapter in question 
is guilty of.”
He said after the board 
decides whether or not the chap­
ter is guilty, the board then 
decides on what sanctions will 
be applied to the chapter.
“We were 
punished for not 
handing in our 
risk manage­
ment policy,” 
Wild said, 
“which was kind 
of a brand-new 
rule that some of 
the people even 
in the room did­
n't know about.” 
He said it was a 
slap on the back.
In reaction 
to the event 
causing people 
to be offended. 
Wild said, “I 
kind of assumed 
if people were 
offended they 
wouldn't go. 
That’s the way 1 
go about things. 
If I don't like 
something I just
don’t attend it.”
Although the fundraiser was 
canceled, the event was still put 
on by Tiki Bob’s, Wild said. 
Originally, he said the money 
raised at T iki Bob’s was going to 
be given to Relay For Life.
"When I spoke to some other 
people and told them it was for 
Relay for Life, their reaction 
changed.” Wild said.
He said in the retrospect, the 
group could have gone about 
better ways to raise the money.
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Page B3 featured a golf picture of Bill Schmidt.
Page B5, the article 'Bands set to do battle in Kirkhoff Center’ 
featured the bands Broken Sunday, Lavonne Von Schron, The 
Nastys and More.
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Need money? Act now
It any student organizations still 
need to submit a reserve request 
for this year it needs to be submit­
ted no later than noon on April I.
It the request is not submitted by 
this time it will not be heard by the 
Student Senate General Assembly 
to be voted on. If an organization 
submits their request after this time 
it will not be heard until the cabi­
net decides to hear it this summer 
or until the general assembly 
reconvenes this fall.
If you need help submitting a 
request or have any other questions 
please feel free to contact John 
Osborn, vice president of 
Appropriations at (616) 331-2333 
or by e-mail at ssac@gvsu.edu
Eagles fly into Van Andel 
Arena for Farewell’tour
The Eagles will be performing in 
Grand Rapids at Van Andel Arena 
on Wednesday, May 12 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets have been set to go on sale 
for the band's “Farewell” concert 
on March 27. They will go on sale 
at 10 a.m. Ticket prices are $57. 
$87 and $127.
Tickets will be available at the 
Van Andel Arena and DeVos Place 
box offices or call Ticketmaster at 
(616) 456-3333. Tickets will also 
be available at all Ticketmaster 
outlets, including DAW Stores and 
Marshall Field's, or online at tick- 
etmaster.com.
Incubus to rock Van Andol
Incubus returns to play at Van 
Andel Arena on Wednesday, July 
7, 2004. Tickets go on sale Friday, 
March 26 at 5 p.m. All tickets are 
$34.50.
Tickets will be available at the 
Van Andel Arena and DeVos Place 
box offices or call Ticketmaster at 
(616) 456.3333. Tickets will also 
be available at all Ticketmaster 
outlets, including D&W Stores and 
Marshall Field’s, or online at tick- 
etmaster.com.
Wynton Marsalis to Jazz 
up Grand Rapids
Award winning jazz trumpeter, 
band leader and composer. Wynton 
Marsalis, will perform Inner C’ity 
Christian Federation's sixth annual 
“Raising Roofs" benefit concert on 
Tuesday. April 20. at 8 p.m. in 
DeVos Performance Hall.
Marsalis’ visit to Grand Rapids 
to perform ICC’F’s "Raising Roofs" 
benefit concert comes six weeks 
after the release of his latest 
album. "The Magic Hour.”
Tickets are available now 
through Ticketmaster (616) 456- 
3333, ticketmaster.com and 
Ticketmaster outlets including 
D&W and Marshall Field’s and 
through the Van Andel Arena and 
DeVos Place box offices. Ticket 
prices range from $ 15 to $50. For 
more information call (616) 831- 
1205 x 117 or x 118
SPEAK is now taking 
submissions for He said, 
Sbo Said’ poetry
SPEAK, LLC’ is preparing for 
the next show to be held Saturday, 
April 3, 2004 during National 
Poetry Month. The focus of this 
show is a "He said. She Said." 
male and female response, address­
ing various issues.
If people have a piece they 
would like to submit for considera­
tion or a male-female duet piece 
please submit a copy to speakpro- 
ductions@hotmail.com.
TIM Urban Institute for 
Contemporary Arts is 
showing both Mu and 
small exhibits lor all
Photography Now Zippity-Zow, 
will be held in the Monroe Ave. 
Gallery. It will feature the photog­
raphy of 11 artists from across the 
nation including; Tiffany Bolk ol 
Minneapolis; Jef Bourgeau of 
Rocherstcr, Mich; Ciprian 
Contreras of Chicago; Peter 
Feldstein of Oxford. Iowa; Matt 
Hamon of Butte. Mont.; John 
Jenkins 111 of Seattle; Tarrah 
Krajnak of Notre Dame. Ind.;
David Wright Lagrone of 
Savannah. Ga.; Sarah Martin ot 
Knoxville, Tenn.; Dirk Park.
Seattle and JJ Sulin of Chicago.
The work ranges from portraiture 
to photographs of nature, architec­
ture and public signage.
Wee. on exhibit in the Front 
Street Gallery, is an exploration of 
things small. This exhibit will 
highlight the work of area college 
students. While created in a variety 
of media, each piece fits neatly 
inside an 8 inch cube.
Both events will be taking place 
April 2 through May 8.
For more information please call 
(616) 454-7000 or visit 
www.uica.org.
Javasphere takes over where Afterwards left off
Graiut Vullru Istnthoin / Nate llockstrn
Javasphere will till the space that used to house Altorwards Cafo near the 
corner ol 42nd Ave and Pierce St.
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley bin thorn
What comes after Afterwards? 
Javasphere.
The new coffeeshop. which 
has taken over the spot that 
Afterwards Caff used to hold, 
opened on Monday and is aiming 
to make an impact on GVSU’scol- 
lee-consuming customers, said Joy 
VanBuren, owner of Javasphere.
"One of my employees had 
told me (hat there was a calf that 
was here oil campus and that they 
closed down and that it was still 
available." she said.
VanBuren and co-owner Matt 
Zomerlei are currently leasing the 
location for two years, at the |x>int 
of the lease terminating they will 
determine if they want to buy the 
lot.
VanBuren said the coffeehouse 
was appealing to her and Zomerlei 
because of its close location to 
campus.
"I went to college for four 
years realizing everybody feels 
pressures ol drinking so we wanted 
to offer an alternative to the bias." 
VanBuren said. “So having some­
thing this close to campus does 
that."
VanBuren is also anticipating 
some changes by being in a college 
atmosphere in comparison to her
other Javasphere location at 44Ui 
and Burlingame in Wyoming.
"It is different because at 44lh 
Street we have more suits that 
come in and out and I think this is 
going to be more of a steady 
atmosphere where we are morn 
busy in house as opposed to the in 
and outs," she said
What she is not worried about 
are any problems Afterwards 
encountered during its existence.
"It was just a great venture, a 
great opportunity to go full force," 
she said. "We either make it or 
ba*ak it. Regardless of what | Diane 
(iriffin. former Afterwards Cafe 
owner) went through when she 
owned the place, none of that con­
cerns me at all."
VanBuren said the coffeehouse 
has made some changes from the 
days of Afterwards. The shop has 
longer hours staying open Monday 
through Thursday 6:30 a.m. to I 
am. Fridays 6:30 a.m. to 3 am. 
Saturday 8 a.m. to 3 a.m. and 
Sundays 11 a.m. to midnight. She 
also said Javasphere will be open 
for 24 hours during exams and the 
new shop’s atmosphere is more 
open to all types of people.
Javasphere is also going to be a 
smoking venue and the host of live 
entertainment as well as open 
nights for students.
The one issue VanBuren said
could be a potential problem is the 
shop will not be hiking campus 
dining cards.
"I think one of the biggest 
problems that we might run into is 
that we don't accept the meal cards 
like |(inffm| used to do. but we 
found out it is almost belter for us 
to do that for the students because 
it charges them 25 percent extra on 
their card then the university takes 
25 percent from us on lop of 
that... I think that’s just ridiculous."
Michael Baier. a freshman film 
major said he liked the new coffee­
house.
"I think the coffee is spectacu- 
lar. the people are amazing and you 
couldn't ask for a better atmos­
phere to just sit down, hang out and 
drink a little coffee." he said.
He also liked the ability to see 
live entertainment.
"There is not a whole lot of 
places around here, within a close 
proximity that you can go see live 
entertainment and enjoy yourself 
without being in a crowded atmos­
phere or a loud and obnoxious 
atmosphere, so I think it is a very 
convenient thing to have."
VanBuren has no doubts about 
the future of her shop.
"It is going to be the best cof­
fee house." she said.
New course 
to be offered
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Geology professor Peter 
Riemersma spent a month of the 
summer of 2003 traveling with 
his family in the Western United 
States doing research that he 
hopes to use while putting 
together a new geology class for 
use at Grand Valley State 
University.
The proposed new class 
would allow students to spend a 
month of their summer in 
Yellowstone National Park in 
Wyoming and the deserts of 
Southern Utah.
“The course isn’t really 
designed with the geology 
major in mind, it's designed to 
give students who need a gener­
al education requirement the 
ability to kill two birds with one 
stone," Riemersma said.
The class will be dubbed 
GEO 111 and will be worth four 
credits for students who enroll 
and complete the requirements.
"It s a lab and it will count 
for a lab and lecture," he said. 
“It would gel through the same 
material as lecture and lab on 
campus, but it would take much 
less time since it is over the 
summer out west."
Riemersma said he chose 
those two destinations because 
of their difference in topogra­
phy. as the deserts in Utah are 
primarily flat while the selected
area of Yellowstone is the area 
(hat is home to the Grand 
Tetons.
"Not only does the part of 
Yellowstone have the glacial 
activity that goes with most of 
the Grand Tetons, but it also has 
great thermal activity." 
Riemersma said.
He said that during his 
month of research, he spent lots 
of time finding places of interest 
where students would be able to 
partake in activities rather than 
just observe or sightsee.
"I can see us going out to 
outcroppings and taking meas­
urements for about half a day 
and looking at different rock 
types m pretty close detail while 
interpreting what the different 
types of environments repre­
sented.” Riemersma said.
He said that he is looking for 
12 students to take part in the 
summer class, which will lake 
place from May 11 until June 
12. with pre-departure lectures 
taking place on campus the 
week of May 3.
"We re going to use that 
week before to kind of get to 
know each other and plan some 
of the logistics of the trip," 
Riemersma said.
In addition to the cost of four 
GVSU credits, the trip will cost 
students who wish to go about 
an additional $900 to cover the 
cost of transportation and
PLEASE SEE GEO, A10
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Professor Peter Riemersma stands near Checkerboard Mesa in Zion National Park located in Utah.
GVSU hosts 20th Olympiad WZZM-13 reporter 
offers stories, advice■ The Regional 
Science Olympiad 
will lake place at 
GVSU Saturday
Jennifer McCourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley State 
University will celebrate 20 
years of hosting the Region 12 
Science Olympiad Tournament 
this Saturday with events to take 
place all day.
Many faculty members at 
GVSU have been involved in 
the success of the Science 
Olympiad program both here at 
the university and throughout 
the community.
Tournament leaders such as 
P. Douglas Kindschi. Dean of 
Science and Mathematics 
Division and Sandi Bacon, 
director of Laboratory Support 
have been involved since (he 
Science Olympiad Program was 
started at GVSU.
"TWenty years ago I started 
as events supervisor and that 
was before I even started work­
ing at Grand Valley," Bacon 
said. "I've been involved for all 
20 years."
The original event to get stu­
dents interested in science was
called Science Day. but changed 
in 19X4 to the event now known 
as the Science Olympiad.
“Science Olympiad started 
in Maryland, we were one of the 
first regional divisions to be cre­
ated outside of Maryland when 
Science Olympiad went nation­
al," Kindschi said. "When the 
divisions were created in 1983, 
we wanted to help science and 
math at all levels."
Since that starting point, fac­
ulty members in the science and 
mathematics departments have 
recognized that Science 
Olympiad is an instrumental 
program in reaching out to the 
community and has helped to 
change teaching methods.
"| Science Olympiad | tends 
to impact how science is taught 
m schools because most of the 
activities involve hands-on sci­
ence." Bacon said. “There’s a 
whole difference between read­
ing a book and getting involved 
and science Olympiad gets stu­
dents involved."
The faculty members 
involved recognize Science 
Olympiad as a program that has 
helped students at both the uni­
versity and high school level.
"Science Olympiad is just 
another way that students can 
find fulfillment," Bacon said. "It 
also provides a very nice match 
for faculty who are interested
doing a K-12 outreach."
Science Olympiad also 
allows faculty members to real­
ize how their efforts impact oth­
ers.
Bacon said that every year 
she tends to get stressed out 
around the beginning of March 
as she is trying to get everything 
organized as co-chair of the 
Science Olympiad event. But at 
the same time, she is reminded 
why she works so hard.
At the time her stress level 
generally peaks, a practice event 
is held for students who have 
built rockets.
Each year Bacon attends the 
event and through the excite­
ment of the students realizes 
how fulfilling her hard work is.
"Seeing the student’s excite­
ment reminds me why I do this; 
it truly is something very spe­
cial.” Bacon said.
Kindschi also recognizes the 
importance of his hard work 
through seeing the excitement in 
students as they participate in 
the Science Olympiad events.
"Our motivation was and is 
to provide fun activities for stu­
dents of all levels," Kindschi 
said.
"And I think we’ve done 
that. The kids really do get excit-
rn \s/ sit
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Brandon Avery and 
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthorn
In a quest to continue to 
educate the Grand Valley 
State University community 
on diverse issues the Office 
of Multicultural Affairs 
brought in Gita Pullapilly 
March 23 to speak on being a 
professional of color.
Pullapilly spoke to stu­
dents about the evolution of 
her decision to become a 
journalist and her experiences 
in the field. She refers to her­
self as a storyteller.
“I’m a storyteller and I 
can tell good stories and I can 
tell bad stories," she said.
Pullapilly discussed the 
prejudice she has faced in her 
field as an Indian, especially 
after Sept. II, 2001.
“They’d come up to me 
and say ’hey dot-head, stop 
blowing up my people’ and 
I’m from India."
She discussed different 
"steps" she took in her life to 
rise above opposition to 
diversity, adding that she 
would take 50 more steps to
get where she wants to me.
Pullapilly asked students, 
"how many steps are you 
going to take before you stop 
fighting?” She said she still 
has a lot to accomplish in 
order to insure that future 
generations have the same 
opportunities she has had.
The "Professionals of 
Color Lecture Series" is an 
annal event put on by the 
OMA. Benardo Dargan, pro­
gram coordinator in the 
OMA. has worked primarily 
on this particular lecture in 
conjunction with Oliver 
Wilson, dean of Multicultural 
Affairs.
Dargan said this series fits 
well with the mission of a lib­
eral education at GVSU.
"It really helps the entire 
campus community be aware 
of various issues and aspects 
of a broader diverse commu­
nity," he said. "It opens peo­
ples' minds to different things 
that often times people just 
don’t think about on the 
everyday bases."
Dargan said that
PLEASE SEE
REPORTER, A10
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The power of 
student voices
Student Senate is hoping to convince 5,000 
Grand Valley State University students to vote 
in the upcoming Student Senate elections. 
Students need to take a couple minutes to vote 
so their student government can more equitably 
represent them.
Student Senate President Rachael Voorhees has a dream.
Her dream is that by March 31 she will have 5,000 votes counted 
to determine who will be next year’s student senators.
Voorhees and Student Senate are stepping up publicity for the 
election campaign to increase the number of voters by 4,000. Last 
year, about 1,000 students turned out to vote.
There are 49 students running for 44 spots on Senate. Each candi­
date had to get 75 signatures to support his or her run for student 
senator. There will be six other student senator spots filled in the fall 
with first-year graduate students, transfer students and incoming 
freshmen, bringing the Student Senate total to 50 students.
Letters have been sent to every student organization president or 
leader to encourage their members to vote. There are fliers across 
campus urging students to make a difference.
An increase in voter turnout would create a Student Senate more 
representative of the student body.
Student Senate is a link for every GVSU student to the administra­
tion that decides what students will pay for and how they will learn.
The individuals‘wTTO*aFe*m office will be a select group represent­
ing all of the more than 20,000 students who attend GVSU.
Last year, one person was chosen with 106 votes. One hundred 
six. To represent 20,000 students.
GVSU students are capable of more than that.
Voting doesn’t take more than a few minutes. Just go online to 
http://studentlife.gvsu.edu and click the Student Senate elections link. 
Vote March 25 through March 31.
It’s well worth the time.
They are the face of the students at Grand Valley State University 
to the administration. Board of Trustees, faculty and Michigan State 
Legislature. The Senate also sends delegates to the Association of 
Michigan Universities, the statewide group of students who represent 
all of the students in Michigan’s 15 public universities.
It is these students who voice the opinion of all students. These 
students need to express the views of every student on campus. They 
are the powers who help affect change at the student level. The sena­
tors also appropriate money for all of the student organizations on 
campus.
The senate is a driving force for change on campus, despite under­
lying dislike expressed by many students. Students who disapprove of 
the actions of the Student Senate should be the first people to vote.
Who do you want to represent you?
If students don’t vote for their student government, they are wast­
ing an opportunity to pick someone who represents their viewpoint to 
sit on the senate. Students who claim that they are not represented by 
the senate have a golden opportunity to make a change by picking 
candidates who they think will represent them.
The senate is the link for students to many aspects of life on cam­
pus, and it is the responsibility of all students on campus to take an 
active role in determining who will sit on the body that represents 
their best interests.
GVL SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:
If the accused football players are found 
_ " , how should they be punished?
7 think it should be the 
same as everyone else. 
Football players from 
Grand Valley are just 
like everyone else. ”
Mica Loper 
Freshman
Health and Sciences
"Obviously get kicked off 
the football team. They 
should have to pay the 
guy's medical bills and 
go to jail. ”
Erin Bosse
Junior
English
"If you're doing that 
you need to be prose 
cuted. You have to 
suffer the conse­
quences. There 
should be no excep­
tions. ”
Courtney Mclver 
Junior 
Social Work
“First thing would be, 
kick them off the team 
and they should proba­
bly do some sort of 
community service. 
Maybe a month in jail. ”
7 think whatever the 
courts' rules are, but they 
shouldn’t be kicked off 
the football team 
because that's double 
jeopardy. ”
“I have to think Grand 
Valley would want to 
do something about 
it, maybe some kind 
of suspension from 
the team at least. ”
Adam VanKuik 
Senior
General Business
Matthew Blondke
Senior
Accounting
Brittany Stropich 
Sophomore 
Cellular and 
Molecular Biology
GVL STUDENT OPINION
‘To protect and play Solitaire’
uCAs muck as T am a 
student, a student 
doesn't define everytking
tkat T CLtYl*n " Bennie Covington
Athletic Training Major
GVL OPINION POLICY
Welcome 
to...
Tech
Valley
Matthew Pete
Grand Valley Lanthorn
I would like to start out by 
saying how great it feels to be 
coming up to the final month of 
school. I can almost smell sum­
mer looming ahead. While we’re 
sitting in classes, the NYPD was 
caught spending their time a little 
bit differently.
Solitary Confinement
Camcorders are mighty handy 
to have at the right moments as 
seen in newly-released pictures 
which show a little game of 
Solitaire running on one of the 
laptops in a NYPD squad car. 
Check it out at http://www.thein- 
quirer Jiet/?article= 14893.
Now, we all know the general
stereotypes of officers spending 
too much time in doughnut shops 
on their butts instead of fighting 
crime but isn’t this just taking it a 
little too far?
This makes you wonder what 
else “New York's Finest’’ are 
doing while on the job.
I know that many other com­
panies do not tolerate extra cur­
ricular behavior while in the 
workplace, whether you’re 
clocked in or not. In fact, many 
corporations are using network 
monitoring software to see if their 
employees are using instant mes­
saging programs such as AIM or 
MSN Messanger while they're 
supposed to be crunching num­
ber*.
Maybe it’s time the officials 
of public serviceman get on the 
ball and sec how their people arc 
spending the taxpayers cash.
Wiretapped TYafTk*
The FBI is calling on the
FCC to take action in updating 
their requirements for companies 
to allow them the ability to wire­
tap Internet traffic within new 
technologies.
This move would amend an 
already existing law created in 
1994 called the Communications 
Assistance for Law Enforcement 
Act, to include upcoming techno­
logical products and enhance­
ments for the Internet.
No specific technologies were 
named but a few that I think 
might be included would be chat 
rooms, private or public, instant 
messaging and internet relay 
chats through programs such as 
mIRC.
What ever happened to the 
glorious anonymity of the 
Internet? We may be looking 
back at the late ‘90s saying those 
were ‘the good of days’ where 
you could move freely without 
feeling like you’re being 
watched.
Become aware of Spyware
There has been a lot of talk 
lately about viruses and trojans 
lurking around the depths of your 
e-mail but I haven't touched on a 
possibly even more annoying 
predator on the ‘Net, spyware. 
Spyware is considered a program 
that installs with another program 
you download without your 
knowledge which then gathers 
information about your web surf­
ing habits. Often times this pro­
gram can not be uninstalled 
directly from the Add/Remove 
Programs in the Control Panel of 
Windows systems and will also 
generate many annoying popup 
advertisements. If you notice any 
unusual popups or programs run­
ning while using your computer, 
try downloading a free program 
called Ad-Aware. This small file 
will rummage through your com­
puter looking for Spyware and 
other annoying trackers hibernat­
ing on your hard drive.
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must be signed and 
accompanied with current picture 
identification. Letters will be 
checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for for letter 
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to 
edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
will not be held responsible for 
errors that appear in print as a 
result of transcribing handwritten 
letters.
The name of the author is usu­
ally published but may be withheld 
for compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
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GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Apology
I would like to take this opportu­
nity to apologize on behalf of Sigma 
Phi Epsilon to the entire GVSU com­
munity concerning the fundraiser two 
weeks ago. In no way were we 
attempting to represent any other fra­
ternities or sororities, administration, 
the student body or any other people 
involved with GVSU community 
through the distribution of a flyer. We 
are sorry that some individuals were 
offended and now feel negatively 
towards our organization. Initial steps 
are being taken by Sigma Phi Epsilon 
in order to rid the harmful attitudes 
and stereotypes toward the Greek sys­
tem at GVSU that may have been 
formed. Again, words cannot express 
our emotions regarding the impact of 
this entire situation, but I assure that 
every member of our organization is 
genuinely sorry for this misrepresen­
tation caused by the scheduled 
fundraiser.
Adam J. Wild
President of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Blast from the past a waste
I lore's a letter for the editor, dated 
Eeb. 26,2004:
In 2004, a Grand Valley State 
University run newspaper wasted 
money on publishing historic GVSU 
news, most of which was insignifi­
cant rubbish. Guess what? Willie 
Nelson sold out in September of 
1982. Thank God that made the front 
page of the news in February 2(X)4.
While countless organizations on 
campus are struggling with budget 
issues, our Lanthom is wasting every­
one’s time and money on a “Special 
Edition.” spotlighting the mentally 
stimulating article, “Simon said ‘Go 
for It.' GV faculty and students did."
It almost makes me want to cry that 
that article ever made it into the 
newspaper, let alone 18 years after 
the event t<x>k place!
Here’s an idea for whoever came 
up with the mindless idea for this 
recent “Special Edition.” Put a news­
paper on the stands, not a history 
fxx)k. Granted, history is important. 
The one article in this week’s paper 
that even remotely hit me was the one 
discussing WCKS’s history. Being 
involved with the radio station, I 
found it pathetic that we haven’t 
moved to FM when there were plans 
to go to EM in the fall of 1994! We 
are running 10 years behind.
Please don’t waste my time again, 
though. Can’t you at least try to seem 
like a professional newspaper, bring­
ing up relevant and important issues? 
Thank you!
Sincerely.
Justin Burchet
Beyond the ‘A’ Expectation
IXmr Editors):
The real issues with the expecta­
tion gap are not simply that my gen­
eration was dumbed down. The roots 
of the issue must be examined past 
this surface idea. The issue arrises 
from money. All roads lead to Rome 
and all problems lead to money.
Parents of middle and upper class 
students want ‘A’s. Not so that they 
can show it off to their friends but 
because they expect their offspring to 
graduate in g<xxi standing, go to col­
lege. and prosper in some field to 
make money.
Students expect the ‘A’ so that 
they can benefit frorp monitary gifts 
from parents, college scholarships, 
cheaper car insurance and other good 
grade discounts.
Teachers in Michigan are also 
driven to give out the ‘A’ so that the 
school can gain a reputation of a good 
school, attract more students then get 
more funding. Also they are forced to 
base thier curriculm around the stan­
dardized test. MEAP. MEAP itself is 
dumbed down. In the classroom stu­
dents are driven to get high scores on 
the MEiAP so that they get $2,500 in 
scholarship money and the school 
gets state aid. The teachers are not 
free to prepare student for higher edu­
cation because they need the MEAP 
money just to give the students the 
little education they can as the lottery 
proceeds seem to disappear far before 
hitting most public schools.
With higher education costs con­
stantly rising at more than the rate of 
inflation students are driven to spend 
their time working part-time and in 
many cases full-time jobs.
A full-time student who works a 
full-time job spends around 15 hours 
or more in class and 40 hours at 
work. If the student is lucky and gets 
eight hours of sleep every night and 
eats three meals a day they spbnd 77 
hours eating and sleeping. If they do 
the recommcncd study habit of two 
hours for every one hour of class they 
then spent! 30 hours studying. There 
are only 168 hours in one week.
Doing just the minimum written 
above they will have six hours left to 
play, socialize with friends and fami­
ly, paint, watch TV or do anything 
else that gives that person meaning in 
life. Only six hours. It is no wonder 
that students cut into thier study time 
for things that have been called life. If 
the student could have a more afford­
able tuition plan in which they were 
not forced to work they could have an 
extra 40 hours to do the things that 
are now keeping them from putting 
their all into school. Money is the 
root of this problem.
Now I hear a lot that students 
don’t think that their professors know 
that they have other classes. I find it 
hard to believe that so many educa­
tors with Ph.O.’s could not know that 
the average student has more than 
one class. All sides need to look at the 
real problems.
Money is causing students to
expect high grades. Money causes K-
12 educators to not fully prepare their 
students for higher education.
Money causes students to stretch 
themselves thin and not focus their 
energy and time on their education. I 
just hope that with these actions that 
the committee are trying to establish 
will not further hinder students in 
thier endeavors as such actions like 
the MEAP test have done in the past. 
If you really want your students to 
give their education everything they 
can then you need to give them the 
tools to do so. Time and money. Not 
more restrictions and more expecta­
tions to take that students last six 
hours of‘life.’
•Angela Santure
(A fellow victim of no time and no 
money)
santurea@student.gvsu.edu
SAS isn't against 
workers
Dear luinthom:
I’m writing in response to Nathan 
Cole’s recent article “The Other Side 
of the Story, Making a Living" in the 
March 11 issue. It is puzzling that 
Cole seems to present this as a two- 
sided issue with the Students Against 
Sweatshops on one side and Roy 
Rodreguez on the other. If this were 
the case, than why is it that the work­
ers (Rodreguez excepted) feel com­
pelled to attempt to change the condi­
tions of their labor? And why are 
there so many of them complaining 
about slavery-like issues that the 
news would reach us here in 
Michigan if they’re all content like 
Rodriguez?
Your article gives the impression 
that things aren't so bad. and the SAS 
is championing this in a knee-jerk 
fasion with un-rcalistic goals.
The statement that really caught my 
eye, however, was "Despite Jaques’ 
positive outlook and the organiza­
tion’s efforts, the SAS seems to be 
fighting an uphill battle against YUM 
and Taco Bell.”
Of course it’s an uphill battle! You 
say it as though that’s discouraging! 
Have we so soon forgotten that histo­
ry is full of sucessful uphill battles? 
After a century of civil rights move­
ments, feminism, organized labor 
efforts, environmental efforts, etc. It 
seems like the idea of an uphill battle 
being hopless would have died out. 
Uphill battles arc being fought and 
won everyday by people who believe 
in their collective power.
I believe in the collective power of 
the people. I also believe that once 
one becomes aware of their negative 
effect on another, they become 
responsible for that knowledge.
Thank you, SAS, from the bottom of 
my heart for your years of efforts 
towards this goal! You have given us 
all the power to become responsible 
for our impact on these workers, and 
I do believe that we are up to the 
challenge. If we all boycott together 
(joining Notre Dame and CMU and 
other universities around the nation) 
we can have an impact.
I can fight uphill battles. We all 
can, and I hope we do. I'm looking 
forward to a Taco Bell-free GVSU! 
Such a show of collective ethics and 
discipline would be something to be 
proud of.
Ruby Miller 
Fine Arts Major
It's not the students or the 
faculty, it's the curriculum
After reading “Students in the 
Classroom: Part II" I was a little frus­
trated. The problem with student apa­
thy is not necessarily the students' 
fault; boring professors arc not fully 
culpable cither. The main problem is 
the curriculum.
Students have VERY little say on 
what they are being taught. Academia 
has become a place where "passion­
less pursuit of passionless knowl­
edge” is the standard. If the curricu­
lum wasn’t so biased (typically writ­
ten by rich, white males, or appealing 
to their world-view) it might appeal 
to many more students. Students 
should have the ability to make deci­
sions not only on what classes to 
take, but what will be taught in those 
classes.
Too much knowledge acquired in 
academia today is completely useless 
in the real world. It only seems useful 
to teach to future students.
For example, if a professor teach­
es his or her students a variety of 
obscure terms and ancient history, it 
will only be useful for teaching to 
future students or relating to people 
who had previously learned these 
things. The knowledge is passed 
down, but the world never benefits. 
Consider classes on the current situa­
tions in certain countries, current lan­
guages, globalization, current law and 
new breakthroughs in science and 
math. These could cause an enor­
mous impact on the efficacy of future 
graduates in the real world. Imagine a 
student graduating knowing every­
thing about world politics and cul­
tures instead of being able to appeal 
to a corporate marketing firm that 
perpetuates the consumer culture. I 
think that every professor should look 
at his or her curriculum through a 
very critical lens. Each professor 
should also be able to fully defend his 
or her curriculum and explain how it 
will prove useful to students in the 
future.
If a professor has an issue with 
the curriculum he or she is "forced” 
to teach, he or she should seek to 
change it. Students should also not 
simply accept what they are taugt. 
They should challenge assumptions 
and demand better, more life-applica­
ble classes.
If these things happen I guarantee 
that apathy will be a much smaller 
problem.
I would love for professor's opin­
ion on these issues, and explanation 
of what pressure they face to teach 
certain material.
Tom McCormack
Case not representative
Jose Antonio Martinez, 26, a 
farm worker in the southern county of 
Immokalee Florida, works picking 
tomatoes for the Six L’s Corporation 
(a major supplier of tomatoes to Taco 
Bell) sometimes 12 hours a day, 
seven days a week. He’s part of the 
Coalition of Immokalee Workers 
(CIW), who are requesting college 
campuses cut their contracts with the 
billion dollar plus fast-food giant and 
help remediate unfair labor practices.
Florida, the second most prof­
itable agricultural state, is no stranger 
to labor abuse. Five farm bosses have 
recently been indicted on counts of 
slavery. As a Department of Justice 
official stated in the New Yorker, 
“factors combine to create, in South 
Florida ground zero for mcxlem slav­
ery." Florida's factors render easy 
reasons (however, unjustifiable) for 
why the Immokalee workers, like 
Jose, make only forty cents per 32 
pound barrel of tomatoes; amounting 
to an annual wage of $5 JXX)-$7.5(X). 
The workers of Immokalee are often 
of indigenous descent from Mexico. 
Guatemala and other Central 
American countries; they once faced 
class, ethnic and racial violent perse­
cution and subjugation in their home 
countries, and have come to the U.S. 
to experience the same.
The article that ran on March 11 
called “The other side of the story, 
making a living” provides a rather 
incomplete Ux>k at what is going on 
in Florida. Instead of providing us 
with journalistic expose on the rea­
sons for (and even against) the boy­
cott. it provides more of a creative- 
writing piece and a long explanation 
of a typo that slipped under the radar 
and subsequently fixed. The imagery 
would not be so bad. if the article had
bn night more facts to the table.
Roy Rodriguez may make a fiat 
rate of $44 a day, but the CIW says 
that is a rare agreement among the 
workers of Immokalee. Cole talks 
only to this one English-speaking 
worker, who isn’t able to represent 
the whole population in Immokalee. 
Though it’s not told whether it was 
attempted, it would have been hard to 
get a statement from a member of the 
Coalition, since they were touring 
across the axintry to raise awareness 
of the struggle going on the other 51 
weeks of the year.
Even with the best of intentions, 
what are the ixlds that the workers 
would openly talk to our journalist 
about any oppressive or violent rela­
tionships between farm owners and 
farm laborers? It can't be assumed 
that people working in the fields will 
confide in a white male college stu­
dent from across the country, who 
comes in suddenly to make a report 
on issues that are deeply personal. We 
must keep in mind that they risk their 
livelihood (and sometimes even lives) 
by speaking up.
That is why student support for 
this cause really has power, and has 
been growing steadily for the last few 
years — we have power in our voice, 
place in the university, and in where 
we put our dollars. This semester has 
seen the warmest reception to the 
boycott yet. and well over 1,1(X) stu­
dents have endorsed cutting the con­
tract. Many students have stated that 
the sole reason they eat at Taco Bell 
is because they "can’t afford to eat 
anywhere else on campus”.. .this is 
first and foremost an ethical problem 
for Business Services at GVSU. They 
could easily find alternative eateries, 
with equal or better food and at least 
a minimum standard for human well­
being.
The article about “the other side” 
implies that workers all have it made, 
don’t want a boycott and that students 
are just ranting in our ivory towers 
for the sake of protesting something. 
The reality is that Jose and others like 
him welcome our support, and will be 
at least as happy as us to see our uni­
versity put its money where its mouth 
is, enforcing its ethical mission state­
ments. If we're seeing a lack of 
active-citizenship on campus, as has
been said, there is no shortage of 
places to begin. One positive step to 
get us going will be to replace one 
infamous fast food outlet with some* 
thing we can at least feel good choos­
ing.
Rachel Jacques and David Grillo
Spreading and Sharing 
Information
Some may see it a legal, others 
see it as illegal, and still others see it 
as a shady area. Sharing information 
and even spreading it to others is a 
diligent cause. And now it’s easier 
than it ever has been. I got sick and 
tired waiting for instant messaging 
programs’ file transfers to complete.
I felt as if it took forever to transfer a 
file from my computer to my friend’s, 
who resides next door, so he can 
review my English paper or even 
check out a cool cartoon that I just 
downkxided. This may sound like an 
advertisement and maybe it is but I 
am not sure why this program has not 
caught on college campuses like it 
should have.
UWGo (http://www.uqgo.net) is 
a small little handy program that uti­
lizes the technology within programs 
such as KaZaA and Napster yet limits 
its reach within a campus network or 
a Local Area Network (LAN). Many 
people have been trying to evade the 
RIAA. Some people have even been 
caught. And if you are like me and 
believe in free information then this 
could be a program that could interest 
you. I do not claim to be a hacker. By 
no means am I one but I do love 
attaining more knowledge and infor­
mation as much as or even nx>re than 
the next college peer.
I found this simple program last 
summer when I had no idea how to 
setup a shared drive within my home 
network. Being information systems 
major, I soon learned and now have 
no use for this program. But it did 
help me very much when I needed to 
transfer files from computer to com­
puter to make the networking work. I 
didn’t need to lug around any floppy 
disks nor did I have to bum any new 
CD’s in order to get the files I needed 
on each computer. To my surprise I 
stood in awe as how fast the file 
transfers occurred. Using other pro­
grams you would have to send the
data (Kitside
of your network and back 
again. This program keeps the data 
within your network and can down­
load a file roughly three megabytes 
within seconds.
St) why hasn't this technology 
program taken oft'. Probably it is the 
threat of such institutions such as the 
RIAA and the GVSU’s IT depart­
ment. Maybe it’s the lack of network­
ing knowledge to the public at large. I 
wanted a program that could transfer 
data fast and easy. 1 just sent the free 
file to some college friend down in 
Virginia. My friend, Colin, said "it’s 
very easy to use. With just a few 
clicks you can get anything you want 
from your friends’ computers.”
And here where this program 
becomes shady. You can access 
someone’s computer without asking. 
But the program has taken care of 
that. The options can limit users from 
accessing certain folders on your 
computer and even stop them from 
transferring specific kinds of files. 
What is the best yet is that a person 
can deny people that they don’t know 
from connecting to them. What could 
piss oft the IT department is that if 
you know’ the colleges IP address 
then you could specifically gain 
access to any computer. But you can’t 
access any computer. You can only 
access those computers that have this 
program and even still people can 
deny your connection to your com­
puter. Just think of how fast files 
transfers will be on a high bandwidth 
connection.
Most people are familiar with 
KaZaA and other ‘peer-to-peer’ pro­
grams that let you share files, so the 
easiest way to describe UWGo is that 
it is KaZaA — but just for campus 
and LAN uses. There really is no 
point to download from the Internet 
when almost everything you could 
want is accessible within your own 
network. Within a campus or LAN 
the connection speed is incredibly 
fast — upward of 85()KB/s, speeds 
that allows the transfer of a complete 
data CD in less than 15 minutes. 
UWGo easily joins the users of a 
campus or LAN to create an exclu­
sively high-speed network to share 
files.
Benjamin Zorn berg
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Abortion is a reflection 
that we have not met 
the needs of women.
Women deserve better 
than abortion.
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Courtesy of Kristen Eis
Members of CARE organized Relay For Life which takes place April 2-3.
Dan Pasque, a senior business major, catches some air in a Moon Walk set up in Kirkhof 
Center. Delta Sigma Phi fraternity held a bounce-a-thon on March 17 to raise money for charity
Panel ponders immigration
■ Recent changes to 
the US immigration 
policy will he 
discussed on Apr. 2
Kristy Eason
Grand Valley Lanthorn
On Friday, April 2, from 12 
p.m. until I p.m., in room 
215/216 of the Kirkhof Center, 
the Women’s Center and Latin 
Amcriean Studies will he spon­
soring a discussion panel called 
“Welcome to the U.S! — New 
Immigration Policy” to debate 
the pros and cons of Bush’s new 
immigration plan.
This proposal, which would 
allow American businesses to 
hire “guest workers” from the 
immigration population, is a 
great concern to the Latino com­
munity.
The panel will consist of five 
men and women that have 
knowledge of the policy and the 
Hispanic community. Mark 
Tucker, the executive director of 
the Community Action House in 
Holland will be in attendance, in 
addition to Emily Aleman of the 
Hispanic Center of West 
Michigan. Also on the panel is 
Teresa Hendricks, the executive 
director of Michigan Migrants 
Legal Assistance Project, and 
Danny Inquilla of Farm Workers 
legal services. Andres Abrau, the 
editor of a local Hispanic news­
paper. will also join the panel to 
discuss the proposed policy.
Stacey Stout, special proj­
ects coordinator in the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, said the 
panel's objective is to educate 
students about the potential 
impact of this new immigration 
policy on the community and 
the country as a whole.
“We want to educate on the 
issues,” Stout said, “not pick 
any sides.” This panel of discus­
sion is part of a series of events 
celebrating Cesar Chavez week.
Russell Rhoads, Latin 
American Studies coordinator, is 
organizing the panel to educate 
students and bring about aware­
ness.
"Students arc 
free to speak,"
Rhoads said.
“We’re hoping 
to have a good 
half an hour of 
discussion after 
the speakers fin­
ish discussing 
the current 
issues.”
Students arc 
encouraged to 
attend to voice 
their opinions 
and ask ques­
tions about 
Bush’s ideas. ___________
Jo Ann 
Wassenaar, 
office coordinator of the 
Women’s Center, said the school 
is very fortunate to be able to 
have a variety of educated pan­
elists in attendance to discuss 
and educate about the issues.
“I look forward to it.” she 
said. "It will be a very educa­
tional experience, and I hope 
students will leave feeling more
ii
There are a lot of 
gray areas. There 
is no black and 
white.
RUSSELL RHODES
Coordinator. Latin 
American Studies
knowledgeable.”
This policy, should it go into 
effect, will allow industries to 
hire immigrants for labor, 
regardless of whether or not they 
have obtained citizenship. 
Owners of factories can request 
that immigrants remain in their 
service, which will allow busi­
nesses to grow and continue to 
supply jobs for the immigrants.
“That doesn't solve the big 
picture, though,” Rhoads said. 
"It gives short term solutions to 
these workers, but the plan does­
n’t talk at all about eventual cit­
izenship. At
____________ face value, it
gives the immi­
grant temporary 
work and busi­
nesses cheap 
labor. It doesn’t 
discuss the 
issues of the 
number of 
immigrants and 
their roles in 
our society.”
Tucker 
thinks it’s a 
complicated 
issue
“There are a 
lot of gray 
areas,” he said. 
"There is no 
black and white.
“We want students to come 
in with an open mind, and leave 
with a better understanding of 
the complexity of the issue. 
We're not there to argue about 
who is right or wrong.”
For more information, con­
tact Russell Rhoads at rhoad- 
sr@gvsu.edu.
LAKER LIFE
Brown v. Board of Education revisited
Kevin Cokley speaks on the case
Nathan Cole
•Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Supreme Court’s ruling in the case 
of Brown v. the Board of Education was 
arguably the most important legal decision 
of the century.
“But desegregation and integration arc 
two different things,” said Kevin Cokley, a 
member of the counseling psychology pro­
gram in the department of psychology at 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
March I8 in room 215/216 at the 
Kirkhof Center, Cokley spoke about the 
’ Brown v. Board of Education decision 
made by the Supreme Court.
Clad in brownish-gray slacks, a neck­
lace featuring a small wooden mask, an 
African-looking pullover shirt to match 
and long thinly-braided hair — all of 
which he jokingly referred to as "African- 
inspired clothing” — Cokley spoke about 
the positives and negatives of the landmark 
decision.
The official title of the speech was 
“Rethinking Brown vs. Board of 
Education: The Psychology and Pathology 
of Integration.”
Cokley said that he was surprised and 
even a little disturbed to find that he actu­
ally agreed with something Supreme Court 
Judge Clarence Thomas said. Cokley said 
Thomas was right on when he said, "there 
is no reason to think that black students 
cannot learn as well when surrounded by 
members of their own race as when they 
are in an integrated environment.”
In fact, Cokley recited studies and evi­
dence that suggested black students actual­
ly performed at higher levels in all-black 
academic environments than in integrated 
academic environments.
Cokley was quick to point out that, 
although he recognizes many problems in 
the current “integrated" education system, 
he does not promote or support segrega­
tion.
“Black education is in a state of emer­
gency,” he said. "If I had the answer I’d be 
a rich man.”
Cokley added, “we need to have a 
more culturally responsive curriculum."
Cokley structured his speech around 
the philosophical differences between 
desegregation and integration, the social 
science research that was instrumental in 
the Brown v. Board of Education decision 
and the example of a so-called segregated 
schtxil having tremendous benefits for 
black studenLs.
"Dr. Cokley was brought to campus in 
recognition of the 50th anniversary of 
Brown versus the Board of Education," 
said Benardo Dargan. program coordinator 
in the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
Dargan also said that Cokley spoke to 
the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Grand Rapids 
earlier that day before coming to Grand 
Valley State University.
The exact date of the Brown v. Board 
of Education decision came on May 17, 
1954. In 1952, Linda Brown — a black 
fifth grader — was denied admission into a 
white public elementary school. 'ITturgtxxJ 
Marshall, a black lawyer who headed the 
National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People, argued Brown’s case 
along with four other similar cases. Two 
years later on May 17, the Supreme Court 
ruled that segregation in public schools 
was unconstitutional.
Again, Cokley recognized the court 
decision as a positive step in United States 
history but not exactly a complete one.
"It’s not about celebrating as much as it 
is about commemorating it.” Cokley said 
about the 50th anniversary of the court 
decision.
He also said that he supported affirma­
tive action but pointed out that the original 
definition of affirmative action, if not com­
pletely misunderstood, has been tainted.
"Affirmative action was never meant 
to be a quota system," Cokley said. "A lot 
of people don’t even know w hat the term 
affirmative action means anymore."
During a question and answer session 
that followed his presentation. Cokley 
addressed, along with affirmative action, 
other topics such as African-American 
women in the education system and 
African-Americans in the workforce.
Cokley currently studies and writes 
mainly in areas of African-centered psy­
chology and racial identity.
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Dr. Kevin Cokley from Southern Illinois University spoke to a group of students and faculty about the effect of the ruling 
African American education.
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Relay for Life event honors cancer survivors
Brandi Teer
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Cancer Awareness
Resistance Education is organ- 
l izing the third annual Relay for 
! Life on Grand Valley State 
| University’s Allendale Campus. 
The 12-hour relay will run from 
8 p.m. April 2 until 8 a.m. April 
*3. This year’s track will be set 
'around the Cook-Carillon 
l Tower.
• “We anticipate about 1,000
• people to attend this event,” 
•said Kristin Kirk, president of
• CARE, an organization that 
! works to inform students on
ways to eliminate cancer, how
• to save lives and works to raise 
money to fight against cancer.
Those in attendance will
• include cancer survivors, volun­
teers, registered Relay for Life 
participants, plus other students, 
staff or faculty who wish to 
attend.
Cancer survivors will be 
recognized at an honorary din­
ner and candlelit vigil. They 
will also start off the relay by 
taking a "victory lap" around 
the course.
While participants are busy 
making rounds around the track 
they can enjoy a variety of 
entertainment including local 
bands, such as Venkman, 
Broken Sunday, Happy Hour 
and Drop the One. There will 
also be free food, movies, a Mr. 
Relay Pageant, a pie-eating con­
test, tug-of-war and other games 
and entertainment, Kirk said.
"Relay for Life brings 
together cancer survivors, care­
givers, families and friends to
celebrate life while honoring 
those who have lost their cancer 
battle," said Eric Voight, 
CARE’s personal American 
Cancer Society representative. 
“It is truly inspiring to witness 
the teamwork and effort that 
Grand Valley students and fac­
ulty put into making Relay a 
success each year.”
LcaAnn Tibbe. special 
events coordinator for the 
Office of Student Life, encour­
ages students to get involved 
with Relay for Life. She said 
students don’t necessarily need 
to raise money or even run in 
the event.
Tibbe said they are seeking 
volunteers for a variety of dif­
ferent tasks, including writing 
letters to organizations at tables 
set up. cleaning up afterwards, 
cooking and preparing food.
Relay for Life, a national 
fundraising event aimed at 
fighting cancer, got its start in 
1985 when Dr. Gordy Klatt, a 
colorectal surgeon started a 24- 
hour run/walk in Tacoma. Wash. 
Klatt raised $27,000 for the 
American Cancer Society and 
covered 83 miles in that time, 
according to the American 
Cancer Society. The next year 
he was joined by other support­
ers and the American Cancer 
Society Relay for Life was 
born.
Since its inception Relay for 
Life has spread to 3.8(H) com­
munities in the United States 
and eight countries.
Relay For Life spread to 
GVSU in 2(M)2 after CARE saw 
the success of a 5K run used to
PLEASE SEE RELAY, A10
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Courtesy of usFIRST.om
Students involved in the FIRST Robotics competition design and build robots that compete against each other This 
year’s West Michigan regional competition will be held at GVSU in the Fieldhouse April 1 to April 3.
Engineers do battle
■ Young engineers 
fight it out in tenth 
annual FIRSI 
robotics competition,
AJ Colley
Grand Valley lanthorn
Handmade robots will be 
battling it out April l through 
April 3 in the field house. 
Between 40 and 50 teams, com­
posed of high school students 
and mentors from universities 
and corporations, will compete 
as part of the West Michigan 
Regional FIRST robotics com­
petition.
FIRST is a nationwide pro­
gram going on 10 years.
FIRST means “For 
Inspiration and Recognition of 
Science and Technology.” 
Stephanie Jagusch, a mentor for 
one of the teams, said FIRST 
was originally created to combat 
a decline in students enrolling 
and staying enrolled in engineer­
ing programs.
Jagusch said she found out 
about the competition in high 
school from a teacher who 
showed a video of a competition.
“I thought that was so cool 
that I wanted to try,” she said. 
“On a whim, I tried out.”
Jagusch compares the FIRST 
competition to “Battle Bots,”
adding that the robots can’t harm 
one another.
Teams of students, aided by 
Engineers from corporations and 
students like Jagusch, have six 
weeks to create their robots with 
the parts they are given. Some 
parts are specified as mandatory, 
but others may be used at the 
team’s discretion.
The designs for the robots 
vary significantly, but each one 
draws upon the task for the spe­
cific competition. Last year’s 
competition called for the robots 
to move large rectangular stor­
age units. This year, robots will 
pick up balls and move them into 
goals.
Each team has a corporate 
sponsor with companies such as 
Mercedes-Benz making the list.
When Jagusch participated 
in FIRST during high school, she 
said her team would practice 
every day from 4 p.m. until 8:30 
p.m to prepare for the competi­
tion.
“It (the winner) depends on 
w ho has the money,” she said, in 
reference to corporate sponsors.
At the same time, she said 
FIRST teaches moral lessons as 
well as providing an intellectual 
challenge for students.
In past years, students have 
competed to get to the national 
competition in Florida. This year 
the national competition is being 
held in Atlanta, Georgia.
Paul Plotkowski, one of the
members on the organizing com­
mittee for the West Michigan 
Regional, said GVSU is a great 
venue to hold the event because 
the Fieldhouse accommodates 
the large-scale facility needed 
and the seating that is necessary.
Plotkowski said FIRST has 
increased the visibility of the 
engineering field.
He said FIRST is “certainly” 
a recruiting event, emphasizing 
the talent of the high school stu­
dents involved. He said these are 
the type of bright students 
GVSU needs.
Plotkowski said they’ve 
invited senior executives from 
local industries and engineering 
companies to attend the event. 
He also encourages all students 
to attend for entertainment value.
“I would hope that the stu­
dents that are already here that 
have an interest would come and 
join us,” he said.
“The competition has the 
energy of going to a football 
game,” Plotkowski added.
This year’s FIRST marks 
Plotkowski’s third year being 
involved and GVSU’s first.
GVSU is also one of many 
universities who offer scholar­
ships to students who have par­
ticipated in FIRST during high 
school. Scholarships amount to 
$16,000 according to Jagusch.
Qualifying matches will be 
taking place on Friday, with 
finals being held Saturday.
Now Leasing
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Lions Club comes to GV
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Lions Club International, 
the biggest non-profit organization 
in the world, is making its way to 
Grand Valley State University.
“Currently, we have 40 stu­
dents interested,” said Rodney 
Prys, past Lions Club governor, 
who hopes to attract more and 
encourages anyone interested to 
come to the meetings.
“It’s a great way for students to 
address the needs of the communi­
ty, as well as help out other Grand 
Valley students,” Prys added. He 
was assigned to get GVSU’s chap­
ter off the ground and will act as 
what the club refers to as a “guid­
ing lion.”
“We hope to deal with campus 
issues, people with special needs, 
as well as local environmental 
issues,” said Prys, who recently 
started a chapter in Walker.
The GVSU chapter will be one
of just a few Lions Clubs located 
on a campus, something that it is 
being adopted to get the younger 
generation involved with commu­
nity issues. Although the club has 
youth programs, most notably the 
Young Leos for those between the 
ages of 12 and 28, the average 
member of the Lions tends to be 
55.
Despite looking for younger 
members, Prys noted that members 
of the faculty and alumni are also 
welcomed to join. Spearheaded by 
the Allendale chapter, who will 
offer guidance in setting up 
finances and positions, the GVSU 
organization will be student-run. 
Normal Lions Club fees, which 
include $30 sign-up fees, will be 
waivered to join the GVSU club.
Allendale chapter Vice 
President April Scholma encour­
ages students to join.
“It looks good on a resume,” 
Scholma said. “Many degrees 
require community service hours, 
and this is a great way to get those
done.”
“Not only that,” Scholma 
added, “but you can get more 
involved with the community, and 
always transfer your membership 
over to another Lions Club in the 
future.”
Since 1917, the club, which 
has nearly 1.4 million members in 
its 46,000 chapters that span 192 
countries, has offered people the 
opportunity to give something 
back to their communities. 
Founded by Chicago businessman 
Melvin Jones, the organization 
deals with various issues ranging 
from drug abuse prevention to dia­
betes awareness. Since 1925, 
thanks to Helen Keller, they have 
also been actively involved in serv­
ice to the blind and visually 
impaired. Though its programs 
have often changed to meet certain 
needs, its motto and message has 
remained; “We Serve.”
For more information on the 
Lions Club, you can visit them on 
the Web at www.lionsclubs.oig.
Speaker speaks on WMD, war
AJ COLLEY
Grand Valley Lanthorn
A former employee of Hans 
Blix, the UN’s chief weapons 
inspector, spoke to a packed 
room of students and staff 
March 16. Ron Bee led the pro­
gram, titled “Weapons of Mass 
Destruction: What Now After 
9/11?”
The lecture focused on 
WMD, the war in Iraq and the 
War on Terror. Bee drew from 
his experience as a senior ana­
lyst at the University of 
California - San Diego-based 
University of California Institute 
on Global Conflict and 
Cooperation.
Bee was brought to Western 
Michigan and Grand Valley 
State University by the World 
Affairs Council of West 
Michigan. His speech was part 
of the “Great Decisions in U.S. 
Foreign Policy” lecture series in 
which students take part in a 
number of lectures to receive 
credit for a class.
Bee tried to define WMD 
throughout his speech. At one 
point, he theorized that dictators 
could even be WMD.
He discussed the different 
names WMD has taken over the
years, as well as the different 
types of WMD out there — 
namely nuclear, 
biological and 
chemical.
“Another 
important point 
Bee made was 
that WMD should 
not be grouped 
together,” said 
Polly Diven, pro­
fessor of Great 
Decisions in the 
political science 
department,
“because there is 
a huge difference 
in the potential 
lethality of
nuclear weapons 
versus biological 
and chemical 
weapons.”
Although the 
event was spon­
sored in part by 
the Seidman 
School of
Business, it wasn’t exclusive to 
GVSU. Bee was asked to speak 
to area colleges as part of his 
trip. He visited several classes 
at GVSU and at least one class 
at Aquinas College, Diven said.
“I was glad that we were
able to have an expert on 
weapons of mass destruction 
speak to us,” 
Diven said.
She said he 
had many 
good points.
“Bee noted 
that the Bush 
administration 
has intention­
ally linked ter­
rorism and 
weapons of 
mass destruc­
tion,” she said. 
”Bee asked us 
to remember 
that the dead­
liest terrorist 
attacks in 
recent years 
were not car­
ried out with 
weapons of 
mass destruc­
tion. Rather, 
they were car­
ried out with 
explosives and hijacked planes.”
Bee told students that the 
current administration intended 
to invade Iraq with or without 
the events of Sept. 1 ] occurring./ PI * »e
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...there is a huge 
difference in the 
potential 
lethality of 
nuclear weapons 
versus biological 
and chemical 
weapons.
POLLY DIVEN
Professor of Political 
Science
-------------------------------»
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Elections will begin on March 25th and run through March 31st, 5pm.
| Results will be announced on April 2nd. Wfm:
If you have any further questions please contact Student Senate office at 
331-2333 or e-mail the Senate at Senates@gvsu.edu
For complete information on all the candidates go to www.lanthorn.com
ShareseN. Shannon
Class Standing: Junior Major: Public Administration
Campus Involvement: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Incorporated, Multicultural Assistant, 
Manager-Kirkhof Building Managers
"The truth shall set you free?" My name is Sharese N. Shannon and I am running for a position on 
Student Senate's Campus Affairs committee. In the fall, I will be a senior majoring in Public 
Administration, a third year Multicultural Assistant, a member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
Incorporated, and a building manager of the Kirkhof Center...
Jason Rederstorf
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Writing Minor: Art
Campus Involvements: Classic Fare Catering (Student Manager), Hardcore Club Secretary 
I am running for a position on Student Senate for the plain and simple fact that I am no different 
than you. I will be honest when I say that entering Grand Valley my freshman year, I had no concept 
of Student Senate; I never concerned myself with its positive influence and never troubled my 
thoughts with the hard work and dedication the Senators provide for their fellow students...
Major: Biomedical Science
A. Beniamin Gillette
Class Standing: Sophomore 
Campus Involvements: Student Senate
I believe in a proactive, not a reactive, style of leadership. I also have a strong belief in 
inter-committee communication and cooperation. During my time in the Political Actions 
Committee, I have worked closely with other committees, such as the Campus Affairs Committee 
and the Multicultural Affairs Committee, and will continue to do so in whatever capacity I serve 
in the Senate.
Jake Lombardo
Class Standing: Sophomore
Major: Business Accounting Minors: Advertising and Public Relations 
Campus Involvements: Cross Country, Indoor and Outdoor Track
Government is an active process requiring new ideas and policies to adapt to an ever-changing 
community. I would like to be involved in this process and allow the voice of the student 
population to speak through me to its interests and concerns.
KimWaslawski
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Sociology Minor: Women and Gender Studies
Campus Involvements: Leadership Odyssey, WCKS (Student Radio),
Layout Staff at the Lanthorn, Historian of LSU (Latino Student Union)...
My name is Kim Waslawski, and I am a sophomore. I am majoring in Sociology and minoring in women 
and gender studies. My involvements on campus include: Leadership Odyssey facilitator, Voices ofGVSU 
gospel choir, WCKS 1610 DJ, layout staff on the Grand Valley Lanthorn, Historian of Latino Student Union, 
Transitions orientation leader, C.O. W„...
Ryan Podolak
Class Standing: Junior Major: Group Social Studies Minor: Psychology
Campus Involvements: Second Year Resident Assistant (Stafford Living Center), Current Vice 
President of Public Relations for Student Senate
I voted in support of funding that would have allowed YBBW to bring Dr. Maya Angelou. If I were to be 
re-elected I would continue to support programs such as this one. My major goal next year will be to 
work on connecting the study body with the Student Senate.
Josh Sisco
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: History Minor: Middle East Studies 
Campus Involvements: Leadership Odyssey facilitator, Leadership Summit Planning 
Committee, President of Students for a Peaceful Existence...
The reason for my candidacy is many fold. People often state that a senators number one goal is to 
be re-elected, but my number one goal is to listen to what students need so that they can be successful 
here at Grand Valley, and more importantly, later in their careers. I have done many things for Grand Valley 
and the greater Grand Rapids area through my participation in Community Outreach Week...
Jonathan Osborn
Class Standing: Senior Major: Chemistry
Campus Involvements: CARE (Cancer Awareness Resistance and Education), ASB 
(Alternative Spring Break), Leadership Summit
By being a member of the Student Senate last year I have gained a tremendous amount of experience 
and insight as to how the students on this campus feel about different issues. Being the Vice President of 
Appropriations has given me the ability to help foster a better sense of customer service to how money is 
given out to student organizations by the Student Senate...
Joshuas. Kahn
Class Standing: Junior Major: German Minor: French
Campus Involvements: WCKS (Student Radio)- DJ, General Member 9/2003-Present 
President of WCKS 11/2003-Present
I wish to run for a seat on Student Senate because I believe that Student Senate is in need of a fresh 
outlook on the way it interacts with the student body at large on this campus. My main aim would be 
to work with the Public Relations Committee (PRC)...
Jennifer l. Rowe
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Cellular/Molecular Biology Minor: Biology 
Campus Involvements: Member of the Political Actions Committee on Student Senate,
Work at the Meadows Golf Course
My goal as a representative for the student body on GVSU student senate would be to work for the 
students. I believe it is most important, as a representative of this body that I get out there and talk to, 
you, the students of the GVSU body, so that I can bring to attention issues on and off campus that you 
feel are important...
JeffWoolston
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Accounting and Economics
Campus Involvements: President of Passport Student Organization (PSO)
It is my intent to help the relationship between the Student Senate, the student body, and organizations 
on campus. I believe this relationship has been strained for quite a while, and working on this will help 
make GVSU a more enjoyable...
Michelle Horvath
Class Standing: Junior Major: History and Philosophy
Campus Involvements: Student Senate, Alpha Omicron Pi, Presidents'Council, Transitions, 
Office of Student Life Staff, Michigan Campus Compact...
It has been both a privilege and an honor serving on Student Senate for the past two years, 
and with your help and support I can continue to work for my fellow students. As a member of 
the senate, I have strived to support the best interests of students, groups and organizations.
Ashley Fitzgerald
Class Standing: Junior Major: Health Communications
Campus Involvements: College Republicans,The Lanthorn,
Current Vice President of Political Actions for Student Senate
7 cried because I had no shoes until I met the man who had no feet"-unknown 
Many of you know me as 'that girl.'I am always the girl who will listen to you. First of all I 
would like to thank the student body for giving me the opportunity to serve you as a Student 
Senator and a Vice President of the Political Actions Committee...
Melissa Gregorio
Class Standing: Freshman Major: International Business Minor: Spanish
Campus Involvements: Kistler Community Council; Residence Housing Association 
Representative, Student Senate; Multicultural Affairs Committee
Running for a position on Student Senate I hope to satisfy the needs of our student body at GVSU. 
Coming back to Senate I hope to accomplish more and help our University to meet the needs of 
our students.
JohnSeip
Class Standing: Graduate Student Major: Communications
Campus Involvements: Currently involved in Student Senate
(on the Educational Affairs Committee), previously involved in RHA and Spotlight.
I will continue to work as a voice for the students and what they wish to accomplish. In doing this my 
hope is that the changes that occur will be for the betterment of the students and the University as a 
whole.
Matthew Roberts
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Biology Minor: Earth Science
Campus Involvements: Old Skool Society (a new organization being founded), Student 
Senate (on the Public Relations Committee)
My name is Matthew Roberts, I am a 20year old sophomore. I am running for a position 
on the public relations committee. I would like to open the lines of communication between 
students, student organizations, and student government...
Jessica McAullffe
Class Standing: Senior Major: Special Education-Psychology Minor: Elementary Disturbed 
Campus Involvements: Student Senate, Alpha Sigma Alpha
As a member of senate for the 2003-2004 academic year, I worked on diversity and 
Multicultural affairs related issues to assist our community. If reelected, I would like to 
continue addressing all student issues, and the diversity & multicultural issues that affect all 
students. I hope that you will all vote in this election.
Allison Reynolds
Class Standing: Junior Major: Political Science
Campus Involvements: Vice President of Educational Affairs for Student Senate, 
Alpha Omicron Pi, Law Society, FS 10OTA, CHM 109 TA, Campus Ministry Bible Study
Life and education at Grand Valley are like cafeteria food, when things are running correctly... 
or ’taste good, people don’t talk much about them. My goal as a part of the Senate is to 
improve the cafeteria food at the university; to lessen complaints...
Jonathan Howard
Class Standing: Junior Major: History
Campus Involvements: Delta Sigma Phi, Information Desk Student Employee
Campus Involvements: Delta Sigma Phi, Information Desk Student Employee I, Jonathan Howard 
am running for Student Senate to facilitate change and improvement as GVSU. Such can only be 
accomplished by fostering student awareness on issues that affect them on a daily basis.
Rebecca L. Houser
Class Standing: Junior Major: Public Administration 
Campus Involvements: Alternative Spring Break (ASB) Eboard
Minor: Spanish
I am running for Student Senate because I want to make change. I would say that I am a 
fairly liberal individual and I would like to be, and strive to be, an ally and advocate for those 
voices who may not always get heard.
JonnHorK.Loo
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Music Education with emphasis on Performance 
Campus Involvements: Symphony/ Chamber/ Pit Orchestra
If elected as a member of the Student Senate, I will strive to bring more diversity to the student 
government and to vocalize issues concerning all of us Grand Valley Students. Among many of my 
priorities regarding senate, my main interest lies in expanding the funding and more importantly, 
student participations in university activities.
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Class Standing: Junior Major: Finance/ Business/ Economics
Campus Involvements: Sigma Kappa Sorority, Honors College, Voices for Healthy Choices
/ wish to be a part of Student Senate so that 1 may actively represent the voices of students 
at Grand Valley. Each year our campus grows, diversifies, and changes its way of thinking. . It is 
imperative that the student leadership grow and diversify in the same way. My goal, should 1 be elected 
a senator for the 2004-2005 term, is to make sure that all views of the campus are taken into...
Class Standing: Freshman Major: History, Secondary Education Minor: Political Science 
Campus Involvements: Currently on the Appropriations Committee for Student Senate,
Work for Campus Dining.
1 am running for Student Senate because 1 will be able to serve the student body to the 
best of my abilities, 1 was on the appropriations committee for the last few weeks of the 
winter 2004 semester. Although 1 was not on Student Senate for very long, 1 was an active 
participant. If elected, 1 would be able to bring knowledge 1 learned this year to a full term next year.
Daniel 1. Phelps
Class Standing: Junior Major: Management/Marketing
1 have been a part time student at this University for seven years and in that time 1 have seen too many 
things go wrong. Tuition keeps going up while the quality of education goes down and something needs 
to be done. The administration wants us to be accountable for our educational effort while no one is 
holding the University accountable for the faculty hire.
Allison Krani
Class Standing: Junior Major: Public and Non-Profit Administration and Sociology
Campus Involvements: Students Against Sweatshops (SAS), His House Christian Fellowship, 
Cultural Board, Multicultural Assistant, Omicron Delta Kappa, Hardcore Music Club
BREAK THE BUREAUCRACY!! 1 want to ensure that any student who wants the opportunity
to leave their mark or accomplish their goal at GVSU has the ability to do so. However, what type of in
sane person has the time to learn all the rules, stipulations and loop holes of student life and government?
Shaynelggert-Goodwin
Class Standing: Freshman Major: International Relations Minor: Spanish
Campus Involvements: Intramural Volleyball, Volunteered at Student Council Affairs,
Campus Ministry small group, Campus Ministry Bible Study.
/ want to serve the student body of Grand Valley State University from the Student
Senate position for several reasons. We are very fortunate to attend a University where our 
voice and opinion are important...
Mitt Meyer
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Hospitality and Tourism Management Minor: Business 
Campus Involvements: Currently on Appropriations Committee for Student Senate
1 feel that being on Student Senate would allow me to make changes. Being on Student Senate 
this year 1 am excited knowing there is more 1 can do to make this University a better place. More 
specifically, 1 want to make Student Senate and the appropriations process more friendly to student 
organizations...
Edwin Oslan
Class Standing: Sophomore Major: Business Minor: Engineering
Campus Involvements: WCKS Student Radio, Hardcore Music Club, Comic Book Club
1 am running for Senate because 1 want to help bring more diversity to campus activities.
While 1 do feel that the speakers who come to campus are very interesting and help students 
think beyond what they know, bring more points of view to students, the entertainment on
Friday and Saturday nights is lacking...
Matthew Raymond Schmekel
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Computer Science and Computer Information System
Campus Involvements: Work for GVSU, mostly at the downtown campus, Member of Student 
Senate in Fall Semester, Member of GVSU Bowling Team in Fall Semester
/ think that 1 would be a good member of the Student Senate Appropriations Committee because 1 have
4 years off appropriations experience from the Grand Rapids Community Foundations, and 1 was on 
Senate for that fall semester of this year...
JoeSavalle
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Biomedical Science
Campus Involvements: PALS (People Assisting Little Sibs),
RHA (Residence Housing Association), Sigma Phi Epsilon, Community Council; EVP
Jene Junes
Class Standing: Senior Major: Special Education
Campus Involvements: Spotlight Productions, Mu Phi Epsilon, Relay for Life,
Work at Laker Village South Community Center
As a Senator, 1 will represent the student body as a whole, keeping their best interests in mind.
1 believe there have been too many miscommunication issues between the Senate and the students 
of Grand Valley, and hope to help change that...
Katie Montgomery
Class Standing: Junior Major: Illustration/Advertising
Campus Involvements: Pledge for Delta Zeta, Bowling Team for two years
As a Student Senate member, 1 will help represent the student body to the best of my ability.
1 will help to educate the student body with decisions we make to help students feel a part of this 
school. Grand Valley State is a great school, and it only can get better, and with my help, 1 will transfer 
GVSU to a superb school that's # 1 on everyone's list...
Joshua Tanis
Class Standing: Junior Major: Political ScienceMinor: Philosophy
Campus Involvements: Member of the Law Society
Watching things get accomplished is not nearly as good as helping things get accomplished. If elected 
to Student Senate, 1 would like to see Senate increase student awareness on issues that pertain most to 
students. Along with student organizations, the Student Senate also needs to promote more leadership 
initiatives—by gaining allies, like campus leaders, and promoting a more proactive environment, the 
Student Senate can hear all voices that want to be heard...
TonyPurkal
Class Standing: Senior Major: Health Science Minor: Biology
Campus Involvements: Student Senate, Alternative Spring Break (ASB)
"Cynicism is not the opposite of civic engagement; indifference is. The promise of education is to foster- 
an attitude of questioning, including the questioning of political authority and process...Our job, among 
colleges and universities, is to foster both the critical judgment and patterns of challenge that are 
required for education, and to broker the conditions that support students, and that amplify their voice, 
as they engage in serving and learning - enduring features of civic responsibility...
Gerard Kwiatkowski
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Mathematics Minor: Spanish
Campus Involvements: Student Senate (Campus Affairs Committee),
Latino Student Union (LSU)
My name is Gerard Kwiatkowski and 1 am asking for your vote to be re-elected to Student Senate.
During my first year on senate 1 have learned a lot about networking and how to get things done.
1 have spearheaded the Campus Outreach Project and helped with the Recycling Forum, among other 
senate projects.
lynae Cuddy
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Advertising Minor: Political Science
Campus Involvements: Residence Housing Association, National Residence Hall Honorary 
(NRHH), Community Council, Transitions Leader, Student Senate (Political Actions Committee)
Spending the last two semesters on Student Senate has broadened my horizons in a number of ways.
1 have worked with people of different stature, with different opinions. 1 have had the opportunity to 
attend different assemblies and speakers in regards to state and federal issues. 1 sat on the Political 
Actions Committee and attended Association of Michigan Universities conferences.
Timothy Wizorek
Class Standing: Junior Major: Hospitality and Tourism Management Minor: Business 
Campus Involvements: Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity, Society for Hospitality Management, 
Transitions Leader
1 am running for Student Senate because 1 want to make a positive difference for my fellow GVSU 
students. Some of the things 1 plan on working on include finding a solution to our parking problems 
on the Allendale campus, making sure that students'tuition monies are not wasted, and increasing 
student awareness of campus evetns and student organizations.
Tony McKay
Class Standing: Junior Major: Advertising and Public Relations
Campus Involvements: Delta Sigma Phi, Student Senate (Public Relations Committee),
GVA desk worker, Student Organization (SOC) desk worker, University Promotions (UPO)...
Carpe Diem. (Seize the day.) That is the motto that 1 bring to GVSU each and everyday. 1 am here to do 
whatever 1 can to ensure you, the students, can seize the day. As a member of senate this year, 1 have 
maintained a focus of what the students want or need from this university. 1 am here to be the voice 
of reason and the voice of the students.
Matt leech
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Finance and Marketing
Campus Involvements: Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity, Kistler Community Council,
Selected for 2004 Transitions Orientation Leader
1 am running for a position on Student senate, because 1 can contribute my leadership abilities and 
communication skills to the organization. 1 am a strong supporter of higher education, and 1 firmly 
believe in the involvement of students for decision making.
Sieve Fekete
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Sociology Minor: Philosophy
Campus Involvements: GVSU Hardcore Music Club, Grand Valley Theater Department
1 feel that 1 can bring a lot to Student Senate. One of my main interests is student groups and 
organizations, and making sure that they can run as smoothly and be as effective as possible. 1 would 
like to help make sure that the things that are being brought to Grand Valley for both entertainment and 
educational purposes are effective and good uses of the school's and the students'money, as well as what 
the students want to see and attend.
Lauren M. Kruer-Driscoll
Class Standing: Junior Major: Public Administration
Campus Involvements: National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH), Residence Housing 
Association (RHA)
As a senator 1 would look to create a better relationship with the communities and business 
surrounding GVSU. There is a relationship there that has been slowly developing. As a senator
1 think 1 could take the progress senate and GVSU has made as a whole to the next level.
Christopher Mayhew
Class Standing: Junior Major: Business Administration Management
Campus Involvements: Seidman IPO, Steelcase Library Circulation Desk
My name is Chris Mayhew and 1 am incredibly proud of Grand Valley State University. Our school is a 
dynamic force in its students'lives and futures, and in the community at large. That said, 1 feel that there 
are specific areas in which we could improve. 1 support the formation of a student task-force to 
reevaluate the advising process; many students receive poor or ambiguous advice from advisors.
Torrence R.0’Haire
Class Standing: Junior Major: Education Minor:Theatre
Campus Involvements: Honors College, Out N' About, Student Senate, College Democrats
1 spent my freshman year and half of my sophomore year building experience on Senate. In my leave 
over the past few months 1 have watched as the relationship between Senate and the students it is 
supposed to represent, break down. 1 think it is time to rebuild the senate into the well-oriented, open, 
cooperative, and productive body it should be. Grand Valley is a fantastic organization—let's get Senate 
back o track so it can reflect that.
Nathan Bauer
Class Standing: Junior Major: Liberal Studies
Campus Involvements: Multicultural Assistant, Alternative Spring Break (ASB) site leader
For nearly two years, 1 represented and stood up for the students of Grand Valley as a Senator. After a 
year break to try something new, I'm back and ready to roll with many new and progressive ideas. As 
the voice of the students, 1 will be active, 1 will pay attention and most importantly, 1 will listen to what 
my fellow GV students have to say. The time has come for Senate to be more aware of what students 
want and what students need, especially those students whose voices are muffled or not heard.
Christine Brown
Class Standing: Junior Major: International Business and Management Minor: Spanish 
Campus Involvements: Alpha Omicron Pi; Panhellenic Delegate and Activities Chair,
Alternative Spring Break (ASB), Office of Student Life;"Do Something" Program Coordinator
1 am running for a position on Senate in order to become more involved in campus affairs and to make a 
difference in our community. 1 strongly believe that 1 can represent the student voice. Students on this 
campus feel that if they do not agree with something, then they don't have a forum to express 
their opinion.
Silda Nlkai
Class Standing: Junior Major: Economics Minor: International Relations
Campus Involvements: Multicultural Assistant Students Against Sweatshops (SAS),
Math and Science Student Support
Stop raising tuition!!! Build student power and work to represent students'needs to the administration. 
Work on issues of diversity and multiculturalism. Organize students in order to influence the 
administration on issues that impact students directly. Continue to educate community on the value 
of active citizenship and work to get others to join the effort.
Rachel Salata
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Broadcasting
Campus Involvements: Alternative Spring Break, Resource and Equipment Room Student 
Assistant, Student Senate (Multicultural Affairs Committee), Intramural Indoor Soccer
As a first-year student in the fall of2003,1 was not even aware that a Student Senate existed, and if it did 
they must be under construction. Well, as 1 found out this past winter, it exists. Not only that, but any issue 
that might be of importance to student goes past the Student Senate first. Yeah, no kidding. Decisions 
made on behalf of the student body are not made with their input.
Ashley Ellis
Class Standing: Freshman Major: Criminal Justice
Campus Involvements: GVSU Dance Troupe, GVSU Vertical Earth, Relay for Life
As a motivated student, 1 hope to involve our student body in a more active role of letting their opinions 
and voices be heard. Also, 1 would like to keep them informed and aware of issues surrounding them on 
and off campus. If these areas are strengthened then actions can be performed more quickly and 
precisely- making it more beneficial for everyone.
Lauren M. Kruer-Driscoll
Class Standing: Junior Major: Public Administration
Campus Involvements: no information provided
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should also plan to bring 
some additional funds to cover 
the cost of food on the trip.
“We’ll be staying in Southern 
Utah University dormitories, 
which are like apartments,” 
Riemersma said. “And then when 
we’re in Wyoming, we’ll be stay­
ing in cabins at Camp Davis, 
which is a geology field camp 
that the University of Michigan 
runs. That’s why it’s another 
$900, because we’re not camping
out, we’re staying in real accom­
modations.”
Riemersma said that there 
will be a chef for the Wyoming 
portion of the trip. Also, the 
rooms at Southern Utah 
University have their own cook­
ing facilities, so everyone on the 
trip will be able to cook for the 
whole group while taking turns 
ccxiking and cleaning.
“Using that system should 
keep the cost down for food,” he 
said.
Riemersma received a $3,000 
grant from the Pew Teaching and
learning Center to research the 
possibility of the trip. He said that 
the grant was a great help m off­
setting the cost of the research for 
the trip.
He also said that he is excited 
about the possibility of the trip 
because he thinks that students 
will be able to gain more knowl­
edge on the trip than the average 
tourist.
Students who are interested in 
going on the trip can call 
Riemersma at (616) 331-3553 or 
can reach him by e-mail at 
riemersp@gvsu.edu.
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Pullapilly fills a niche that has 
not yet been covered in the lecture 
series.
“[Wilson| really chose her to 
look at the media aspect of com­
munications and media arts, and to 
have some local people associated 
with this,” he said.
Illustrating good and bad 
examples of stories she’s covered, 
Pullapilly demonstrated difficult 
choices journalists have to make, 
and how sometimes bad choices 
are unavoidable.
One of the clips she showed 
was of coverage of a trial in which 
a fight broke out among African- 
Americans. Instead of the story 
focusing on the verdict, she said 
the fight scene peipetuated stereo­
types.
“When you see things like that, 
call the station and call them out,”
she said.
Pullapilly advised students to 
watch several different news 
sources to try to get a better view of 
what is actually happening.
“Don’t take our word for 
what’s going on,” she said.
She reminded students that the 
stations are selling the stories to the 
viewers. One example she gave of 
this is when reporters tells a story 
outside at night when the story 
happened hours before.
“Do you ever wonder what that 
reporter is doing out there at 10 
o’clock at night?” she asked.
Pullapilly said that the stations 
have the mentality that, “they’re 
going to think it’s live and they 're 
going to think it’s urgent.” She said 
this is something that sells.
Pullapilly is currently a 
reporter for WZZM-13 news in 
Grand Rapids working primarily 
with faith and diversity reporting. 
She has gained recent recognition
for her stories on immigration to 
the United States after the Sept. 11, 
2001 terrorists attacks.
Dargan said these stories 
focusing on unfortunate people 
were one of the reasons she was 
selected for the lecture.
“She really talks about the 
plight of pcx>r people,” he said.
“I hope primarily that people 
will be able to leave away with a 
sense of helping the |xx>r,” he said. 
"Rut also to instill in people to tell 
other people stories those of the 
less fortunate — not only to help 
those people — but to be able to 
tell their stories, and to help other 
people understand the plight of 
p(x>r people.”
Past speakers in the 
Professionals of Colors lecture 
Series are Joeseph Firecrow, an 
award winning Native American 
musician and Dr. Calhart of the 
psychiatry department at 
Columbia University.
HOME POE 
THE SUMMER?
Get a lump 
on next year t
Take a couple of dosses at 
your community colleger
• Costs are much lower
• Credits transfer back to 
Grand Valley
• Make up that missing 
credit or failed class
Contact your local community 
College for details:
Glen Oaks Community College........................ Centreville
888-994-7818 • www.glenoaks.cc.mi.us
^ GramiRapiic Grand Rapids Community College .......... Grand Rapids
a™™*, (616) 234-GRCC-www.grcc.edu
Henry Ford Community College.......... Detroit, Dearborn
yfT 800-585-HFCC • www.hfcc.edu
x ~ Montcalm Community College................................Sidney
WL 877-328-2111 • www.montcalm.edu
Muskegon Community College........................ Muskegon
231-773-9131 • www.muskegoncc.edu
r' M rth C entral North Central Michigan College.........................Petoskey
^^michigan COLLEGE 888-298-6605 • www.ncmc.cc.mi.us
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OLYMPIAD
continued from page A3
that. The kids really do get 
excited. To see the field house 
full of students screaming for 
math and science is really a 
thrill.”
The work of all those 
involved is also recognized 
throughout the community as 
Region 12 encompasses many 
schools and participants from the 
elementary to university level.
“It’s a wonderful program,” 
said Margo Dill, assistant co­
director for Science Olympiad
and program coordinator with 
the regional math and science 
center at GVSU. “It really brings 
a lot of people together and gets 
them in touch with the commu­
nity.
“It is our goal, this is what 
we strive to do, to improve sci­
ence and mathematics education 
and we try to get students and 
families involved.”
Many students are recog­
nized for their accomplishments 
on sports teams or in other more 
publicized aspects of involve­
ment. Science Olympiad pro­
vides students with the not-so- 
common chance to be appreciat­
ed for hard work and studies.
“A lot of students have the 
chance to gain recognition,s 
through their sports involve-., 
ment,” Bacon said.
“I feel Science Olympiad-, 
provides a venue for some stu­
dents to gain recognition in the 
event of competition that they' 
might not receive otherwise.”
Science Olympiad is a pro- * 
gram at GVSU that continues to# 
grow and reach out to the sur­
rounding community. It provides 
students and faculty with the • 
rewarding experience of not only 
recognition, but also a sense thak-** 
a difference was made.
RELAY
continued from page A6
raise money for the American 
Cancer Society.
“GVSU’s first ever Relay for 
Life was in April 2002,” Kirk 
said. “Participation and the 
money students raised for the 
ACS nearly doubled in the
WMD
continued from page A7
He also said if Gore had 
been president, he wouldn’t 
have gone to Iraq without UN 
approval, but that he “certain­
ly" would have gone to 
Afghanistan.
Bee emphasized the gov­
ernment’s shift from deter­
rence to pre-emption, illustrat-
relay’s second appearance last 
year in April 2003. This year it is 
expected to continue this growth 
trend and be the biggest GVSU 
Relay yet.”
The great American Smoke- 
out, held on the third Thursday 
in November, is CARE’s other 
signature event. It is aimed at 
raising awareness about the dan­
gers of smoking.
ed by the War in Iraq.
“I think it is important to 
build greater awareness of the 
specific subject and U.S. secu­
rity policy more generally,” 
Diven said. “We all need to 
be better informed and aware 
of U.S. foreign policy issues.”
For Diven’s Great Decision 
class, she maintains a 
Blackboard Discussion board. 
She said the comments fol­
lowing Bee’s visit have been
For more information abou^ . 
this year’s Relay for Life, the''* 
CARE organization or to volun-(. 
teer contact Kristin M. Kirk by 
e-mail at kirkk@student.gvsu.edu, • 
or by phone at (616) 450-4650., 
For those just wishing to donate 
to the cause, monetary donations 
are being accepted at > 
www.acsevents.org/relay/mi/gvsu
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“very positive.”
One week remains in the 
Great Decisions lecture series! * 
March 29, Vicki O’Hara, 
Diplomatic Correspondent at 
National Public Radio, will; 
speak on “U.S. Foreignr 
Policy: What is the
Story...Who’s telling it...and 
Who.” The lecture will be at 
7 p.m. in the Performing Art$, < 
Center at Aquinas College i£* 
Grand Rapids.
JAYASMKM
coffeehouse
Formally known as Afterwards cafe is
NOW OPEN
Hours:
Sunday llam-midnight 
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-lam 
Fri 6:30am-3am 
Sat 8am-3am
Open 24hrs during exam week
Open Mic Night every Wed from 9pn
COME PLAY WITH US
WE OFFER CALL AHEAD FOR TO GO ORDERS
616-895-5988
I BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR I j
1 BUY ONE GET ONE OF ' j
! EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE [ij
(DRINKS ONLY)
aT *
NOW!
Leasing
Your Home'
Away from home.
Starting at
ONLY $225/person
Walk-Out Patio
Washer/Dryer in each unit ,
2 & 4 Bedroom Townhouses ‘ 
Less than 2 miles from campus
I i ( K
Rich McGowan, Sports Editor 
sportsip Lautbom.com
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Crowds force stadium to expand
■ 4fter setting 
record attendence, 
GVSU to expand 
seating at Laker 
football games
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lan thorn
After the last three seasons 
of high attendance rates for the 
Grand Valley State University 
Football team, the athletic 
department is set to construct 
additional seating to the Lubbers 
Stadium.
Penciled in to begin con­
struction on April 3, Lubbers 
Stadium will experience a face 
lift, of 2,185 seats.
. The expansion comes at the
heels of GVSU’s three national 
championship appearances, two 
national titles and the growing 
attendance that comes with 
growing success.
“If you look over the last 
couple of years, you will see that 
the attendance has steadily 
increased,” GVSU Athletic 
Director Tim Selgo said. “For 
the last two years we have sold 
out all of our seating tickets. We 
had ticket buyers sitting on the 
grass or standing up.”
Last year, GVSU attracted an 
average of 10,446 spectators a 
game, high above the seating 
capacity of 6,344. Many fans 
found themselves taking a seat 
on the grassy hills or standing 
along the fence area. The project 
looks to cater to those needs and 
have less people seated on the 
grass or along the fence.
Grand Valley’s population 
outburst came to a head last year
when the Lakers took on rivals 
Ferris State University which 
attracted an all-time Division II 
record high crowd of 12,627, 
which was then was passed 
when Saginaw Valley State 
came to Allendale drawing a 
crowd of 12,832. All signs 
pointed toward the need for 
more seating.
“There is no doubt that we 
need this,” Selgo said. “Our fan 
base has increased because of 
our tremendous success. We’ve 
always had a good fan base to 
begin with.”
The upcoming additional 
seating project will take close to 
a million dollars which is being 
extracted from the Campus 
Development Fund. The brunt of 
the seating will be placed in the 
student section where capacity 
will jump from 6,311 to 8,469 
seats. Smaller amounts of seat­
ing will be placed on both sides
Lubbers’ Stadium Attendance 
The past five years
of the press box.
The added seating was not 
the maximum desired, but the 
budget has limited the amount of 
seating that could be purchased 
at the present time.
“We’re going to have to be 
looking to add more seats over 
the next few years,” Selgo said.
“1 think that we will see the day 
where 20,000 people come to 
see a football game at Grand 
Valley.”
Not only is seating going to 
be installed, but renovation will 
be done to create a north 
entrance to the venue.
Presently, there is only one 
main south entrance to the Field, 
and the north entrance should 
clear up some congestion before 
and after games as fans file in 
and out.
The sizable project has been 
PLEASE SEE STADIUM, B7 l
2003
7,110
10,445
J
Afterfinally getting his staff completed, Chuck Martin's new coaches andplayers are now...
Getting
acquainted
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn
As the Grand Valley State 
University football team takes 
the field for Spring practice it 
does so with a crop of new 
faces on the sideline.
GVSU head coach Chuck 
Martin has hired four new 
coaches onto the GVSU staff 
since taking over the reins of 
the program in January.
“There was tons of great 
applicants,” Martin said. “I 
knew right away I was going 
to have a great staff because 
all the people applying for 
jobs. There were a lot of 
[Division IJ coaches and 
coaches from every team in 
our league trying to come to
Grand Valley. So we inten­
tionally took our time.”
His first hire was defensive 
coordinator Matt Pawlowski 
followed more recently by 
Steve Brokelbank (offensive 
line). Matt Mitchell (lineback­
ers) and Matt Middleton (wide 
receivers).
Pawlowski comes to 
GVSU after spending last year 
as Ashland University’s 
defensive coordinator. At 
Ashland, Pawlowski’s Eagles 
were in the top five in six 
defensive categories as well as 
nationally ranked in rushing 
and total defense.
“Coach Pawlowski brings 
26 years of defensive football 
knowledge,” Martin said. 
“He’s forgotten more about
defense than I’ll ever know.”
Prior to working at 
Ashland, Pawlowski was the 
defensive coordinator at 
Marietta College and was a 
linebacker coach at Eastern 
Michigan.
Brockelbank is coming to 
GVSU from Ludington High 
School where he coached the 
Orioles for the last five years. 
Prior to coaching at 
Ludington, Brockelbank 
coached the offensive line for 
six seasons at Hillsdale.
“He’s run the spread 
offense at Ludington,” Martin 
said of Brockelbank. “He has 
ties with [former GVSU assis­
tant coach] Jeff Quinn, spent a 
lot of time with Jeff Quinn, so 
he knows and has run a lot of 
our patterns. He’s very intelli­
gent and been very success­
ful.”
Middleton served as an 
assistant coach at Evangel 
Christian Academy in 
Shreveport, La. and also 
coached at Louisiana Tech 
University from 2001 to 2002.
“Middleton is more of a 
fiery, younger receivers 
coach,” Martin said. “He’s 
going to bring a lot of intensi­
ty to our practice a lot of 
enthusiasm.”
Mitchell was an assistant 
coach and defensive coordina­
tor at Wartburg (Iowa) College 
before coming to GVSU.
Because he has only had a 
full staff since mid-February, 
Martin said getting the coach­
ing staff to gel is still an on­
going process.
“I’d say it’s a fair state­
ment to say that we’re still 
working to make sure we’re 
on the same page and we’re 
spending a lot of time making 
sure we are,” Martin said. 
“Would we be ready to play 
Ferris State next weekend? 
No, and I’m glad we don’t 
have to.”
Martin and his staff and 
players were able to begin the 
process of defending their 
National Championship 
Monday afternoon as the foot­
ball team began its three-week 
spring practice session.
“It’ll be real good for us 
because we have to build all 
the chemistry between players 
and coaches and players and 
player and we need that 
process to get going and that 
process is best done on the 
filed,” Martin said.
“It’s always good this time 
of year because you’re sick of 
being in the weight room and 
sick of doing conditioning and 
jumping over boxes and doing 
agility drills, that gets old. 
We’re excited to get out there, 
no question.”
Quarterback Jeff Dock pitches the ball to running back Rhoderik Tyler during Monday’s practice
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Misty Minna
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Misty Minna j
Monday’s practice was the first of a three-week spring training session for 
the Lakers
Cheer team quieted because of lack of funding
■ Team can’t 
gotonational 
competition due to 
budget problems
t
Michelle Henthorne
Grand Valley Lanthorn
I
! As the saying goes, there’s 
alfirst time for everything, and 
for the Grand Valley State 
University co-ed cheerleading 
team, it was also the first time 
id team history that they qual­
ified for the national competi­
tion hosted by ABC and FOX
Sports.
Some may call it begin­
ner’s luck, but for this team 
the luck has run out. With the 
cost of the competition run­
ning upward of $7,000 to 
$8,000 the team was forced to 
draw out of the competition 
for lack of funds.
“We were on our own as far 
as getting money,” said first- 
year coach Randy Orr, “and 
we’re not making enough 
money fast enough.”
The team found out in 
December that they had quali­
fied, and since then have 
raised about $2,000, but it 
wasn’t enough.
“I didn’t expect us to qual­
ify in my first year,” Orr said. 
“It blew me away. I see the 
kids working this hard, and 
then they don’t get to go. And 
it’s really frustrating for the 
kids. We have a role to support 
the teams, but they need to get 
something back for what 
they’re doing.”
Coming into the season, 
Orr knew he was working with 
a small budget, $1,200, which 
he quickly used just to get the 
team into matching uniforms. 
And on top of the budget, each 
team member has already 
invested about $600 personal­
ly to cover the cost of shoes, 
camp and camp clothes.
“I know the budget is tight,
but it doesn’t make it any less 
hard,” Orr said. “They like 
doing the games, but they need 
something that’s theirs.”
So with the March 5 dead­
line for nationals come and 
gone, the team has chosen to 
use the money they raised for a 
competition in Chicago that 
will take place April 3.
“It’s not nationals, but it 
should be fun, and it’s some­
thing we can afford to do,” Orr 
said.
The GVSU Dance Club 
will now hold the responsibili­
ty of representing the Lakers 
at the national level. Being a 
club, the group is privately 
funded.
Grand Valley Lanthorn/ Ken Wisniewski 
GVSU’s co-ed cheer team practices their routine in the Fieldhouse
Other
news
B3 Sports
The GVSU baseball 
team continued their 
winning ways last 
weekend taking three of 
four games from the 
University of Findlay.
B4 A&E
Grammy-nominated artist 
Matt Morris will visit 
GVSU to share his experi­
ences and thoughts about 
the music industry.
B6 Downtown
Demonstrators gathered 
in Grand Rapids March 
20 to protest the War in 
Iraq.
ill
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Adam Parks
writes for the 
GVL Student 
Opinion. His 
views do not 
necessarily 
represent those of 
the
newspaper.
Like most Pistons fans, I was a little 
concerned when Joe Dumars pulled the 
trigger to bring NBA problem child 
Rasheed Wallace to Detroit.
Despite being an elite player. Wallace 
has had a long, bumpy history in the NBA. 
With all of the technical fouls and ejec­
tions that he has had throughout his career 
(he’s tied for second in the league this 
year with 16 TP’s and set an NBA record 
with 41 in 2000-01), the decision to bring 
him to Detroit left me scratching my head.
There’s no doubt that Dumars has been 
building a team that resembles the world- 
champion Pistons teams of the early ‘90s. 
The blue-collar, team-oriented defensive 
attitudes of Ben Wallace, Richard Hamilton. 
Tayshaun Prince, Corliss Williamson and 
Chaunecy Billups are mere reflections of 
the original Bad Boys: Isiah, Bill, Dennis, 
Vinny and of course Joey D.
So why sacrifice team chemistry for a 
true, authentic bad boy? Why jeopardize 
the organization for one individual?
Rasheed Wallace came to the Eastern 
Conference from the West, where he was a 
two-time All-star in a conference with 
other big-name big men such as Shaq, Yao, 
KG and C Webb/
At 6-11, standing next to Big Ben, the 
pair is now arguably the most formidable 
down-low duo in the conference.
Wallace offers the Pistons an offensive 
threat around the glass and can also be 
dangerous from long range. Averaging 16 
points per game and shooting just under 50 
percent for his career, Wallace can be the 
spark plug that keeps the Pistons offensive 
motor running when Billups, Hamilton and 
Prince turn cold.
Wallace also brings a defensive work 
ethic that not only significantly improves
Holy Sheed!
The Pistons are 
for real.
Detroit’s rebounding and shot-blocking abil­
ities, but also uplifts the team to be 
dubbed the NBA’s Iron Curtain.
Since the Feb. 19 trade that brought 
Wallace from Atlanta to the Motor City, 
‘Sheed has settled down and into a new 
role, and the Pistons have gotten better.
With a 12-3 record with Wallace in the 
line-up and a current eight game winning 
steak, Detroit is the hottest team in the 
conference and has given up an average of 
78.9 points per game.
The Pistons sparked a buzz around the 
league after setting a new NBA record by 
holding five-straight opponents to less than 
70 points (the previous record was two).
With the most stifling defense in the 
league, Detroit must now be considered 
along with the Lakers, Kings, Pacers and 
Timberwolves as an elite team with a legit­
imate chance to win a championship this 
season.
But it is not just Rasheed Wallace 
who’s winning games and snuffing out 
opponents. It’s the team, it’s the Pistons 
with ‘Sheed and Ben, with Chauncey and 
Rip and Tayshaun. It’s with Corliss and 
Lindsay Hunter and Mike James coming off 
the bench. It’s with Mehmet Okur graceful­
ly stepping down from his starting position 
and it’s with Darko...still sitting on the 
bench.
Rasheed Wallace isn't to the Detroit 
Pistons as he was with Portland 
Trailblazers for so many seasons. He does 
not have to carry his team anymore. He 
does not have to get frustrated and throw 
tirades anymore. In short, he does not have 
to be the old Rasheed Wallace anymore.
All he has to be is a Piston and all he 
has to do is play basketball.
‘ftte
Sports
Nation
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Oh, the madness that is March 
and the NCAA Tournament!
What other time of year can one 
go from the feeling of extreme exhila­
ration to the lowest of doldrums in a 
span of 24 hours?
In offices all over the country 
friends and co-workers were suddenly 
arch-enemies as the tension and dis­
agreements over brackets mounted. 
This was especially true for the 
Lanthorn.
As the first game of the tourna­
ment went final last Thursday there 
was already an upset: Manhattan over 
Florida. As I celebrated my bold and 
accurate prediction, Nate Hoekstra, 
who had Florida in the Sweet 16, 
cursed my mother and muttered other 
obscenities in my direction.
Though Texas Tech made me sad 
by squeaking past Charlotte. I was 
happy, though sweating, as Maryland 
and Wiike Forest were scared but vic­
torious.
However my happiness was short 
lived as later one of my sleepers, 
BYU, lost to Syracuse by five.
Why did I have BYU in the 
Sweet 16? I asked myself this ques­
tion. knowing 1 could never give an 
answer that would be adequate. The 
tourney is young, I said to myself 
knowing I had only missed three 
opening-day games.
Then Day Two hit. My dreams to 
be the Lanthorn champion prognosti­
cator seemed over.
First Murray State didn’t over­
come the adversity of its best player 
being caught in a closet in a crack 
house. Damn.
Then Memphis beat South
Carolina and Western Michigan fell. 
Followed by Washington and 
laHiisville. My upset of the opening 
round didn’t quite pan out as Kansas 
crushed UIC. However the sting was­
n’t as bad after knowing that Nate’s 
Final Four selection of Providence got 
bounced by Pacific.
I licked my wounds after the first 
round, knowing that Cinderella had 
let me down. I went heavy on upsets 
and it didn’t happen.
Even Nate was crushing me 26-
22.
Unfortunately slaving away at the 
Lanthorn doesn’t pay the bills, so I 
came home from my job at Wal-Mart 
Saturday evening for my lunch hour. I 
wasted no time in turning on the tour­
ney. Alabama against Stanford was on 
but the score was off the screen. I 
diverted my attention to the lovely 
comer scoreboard displaying the 
finals of other games.
Duke over Seton Hall. Good. 
Wake Forest squeaks past Manhattan. 
Scary, but good. St. Joe’s beats Texas 
Tech. Yes!
Brandon Avery, managing editor 
of the Lanthorn had Texas Tech in the 
Final Four — I know not why. But 
this, along with Louisville’s loss the 
night before, knocked out his second 
Final Four team.
Then I saw it. Gonzaga lost to 
Nevada. I squealed like a little girl.
Sure I had them in the Sweet 16 
but I didn’t have them winning the 
whole thing like Brandon (now with 
his third Final Four team gone) and 
layout editor Matt Pete, who had been 
winning at that point.
I think it needs to be said that as
of the end of the second round 
Brandon Avery had easily clinched 
dead last in the Lanthorn office pool. 
His brackets officially became toilet 
paper after Maryland lost, making his 
entire Final Four and nearly all of his 
Elite Eight history.
Then the Alabama/Stanford score 
came up. Alabama down by a couple 
late in the second half. This was it. I 
had Alabama in the Elite Eight. Their 
hard schedule all year long had pre­
pared them for the tournament, I said 
to my father the night before, who 
proceeded to call me an idiot.
Alabama ux>k the lead. Yes. The 
more I swore at the team who had 
suddenly become my favorite team of 
any sport ever, the better they played. 
Needless to say I came up with curses 
I had never heard before en route to 
Stanford's collapse.
“I am the smartest man alive!”
Yes, not only did I look like a 
genius, but Nate’s national champion 
and Matt’s national runner-up had 
been tossed.
I then called my old man and 
made him apologize for calling me an 
idiot.
It was the best lunch hour ever.
loiter that night UNC lost to 
Texas, but by then I didn’t care. I, 
along with Amit Sheth, was in the dri­
ver’s seat.
Twenty-four hours later I again 
came home for lunch and saw Illinois 
had blasted Cincinnati (furthering my 
hatred of all things Illini) and Kansas 
was continuing to wreak havoc on 
me.
Then to my horror: UAB ahead 
over Kentucky late in the game.
‘‘[expletive! |”
The Wildcats were in my national 
championship. Then as time ran out 
on the Wildcats’ season I sat dejected 
and looking for a reason to continue 
in this world.
My straight shot to $40 had now 
taken a very sudden and violent 
detour.
I had gone from annoyingly con­
fident (OK. arrogant) to crying into 
my RC Cola.
Such is March Madness.
Grand Valley State University's
Annual Award Ceremony for Outstanding Women
11 )uring Women's 1 listory Month, the following outstanding women faculty, 
stall ami students at C iYSl ’ were honored for their rich contributions made on 
issues of equity, scholarship and service.
Laker golf comes in third
Maxine Swanson Award, 
Women's Commission
Wendy Wenner
Barbara Jordan Award, 
Women and Gender Studies
Veta Tucker
Outstanding Female Student Award, 
Women's Center
Pcnnie Alger 
Elizabeth Smith 
Kisha Thomas -Bostic 
Amanda /anon
Scholarship Recipients, 
Positive Black Women
Dominique Butler 
Kimberly Golden 
Channel Mack 
Mina Simpson 
Kisha Thomas
Michelle Henthorne
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The second NCAA golf 
Regional Qualifier ended pre­
maturely after the first day 
due to weather, and took away 
Grand Valley Sate 
University’s cn&nces of 
improvement on its first- 
round third-place finish.
The tournament, which 
was held in Fall of Rough, 
Ky., was planned to consume
Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes I
Live With 
Your Friends!
We Have Plenty of Room!
NOW
LEASING
Apartments
• Three floor plans are offered: 
studio, one bedroom and 
rwo bedroom
• Fully-furnished apartments
• Modern kitchens and appliances
• Laundry facilities in each 
building
• Air conditioning
• Indoor swimming pool 
and recreation room with 
billiard tables
Full bath and shower
Cable service available
DSL high-speed internet
Quiet buildings offered
Townhomes
• Three floor plans are offered: 
three or four bedroom
• Spacious living with over 
1200 square feet
• Washer and dryer
• Central air and gas heat
Kitchens with modern 
appliances & dishwasher
Phone and cable in every room
DSL high-speed internet
J 9 12 
Month Leases 
Available
the days of March 20 and 
March 21, hut weather condi­
tions sent the teams home 
early, and left the Lakers in 
third.
“1 think the longer the 
tournament goes, it tends to 
favor the better, teams,”,bead 
coach Don Underwood said. 
“1 would tend to hope that we 
would have done better.”
The team earned third- 
place after shooting a 313 at 
the completion of the first and 
only day.
“We’re obviously disap­
pointed we didn’t win the 
tournament,” Underwood 
said. “Right now we’re ranked 
No. 2 in the region, and our 
goal is to be ranked No. 1, 
obviously.”
The team is currently 
ranked second in the region, 
just below Saginaw Valley 
State University, and will 
have an opportunity to move 
up in regional rankings on 
April 18 and April 19 when 
the team travels to the 
University of Findlay 
Invitational.
Anything outside of a 
regional tournament is solely 
for the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
“For us, the non-regional
tournaments are an opportuni­
ty for us to continue to 
improve and compete,” 
Underwood said. “It also 
allows me to make firm deci­
sions about who our five best 
players are.”
Epch program is only 
allowed to bring five players 
to each regional tournament to 
represent the whole team. 
Before the tournament starts 
Underwood has to submit the 
names of the five people he 
has chosen to represent the 
team, and everyone else can 
only compete individually.
Senior Kevin Kremer, jun­
ior Bill Schmidt, sophomores 
Jacob Hamilton and Kyle 
Murphy with freshman Steve 
Larson represented the Lakers 
at the qualifier.
Schmidt came out of the 
event tied for fifth place after 
shooting a 75. Hamilton and 
Kremer both respectively tied 
for 19th after both shooting 79 
on the day. Murphy tied for 
28th with a score of 80 points, 
and Larson tied for 39th with 
a total of 81 points.
The team will send six 
players to compete in the 
Ashland University
Invitational on April 4 and 
April 5 to compete in a 
GLIAC tournament.
Buy a Sub... 
...Win a Party
Kirkhof Center
Each time you purchase a sub at the 
River Landing, you could win 
a sub party for 25 people.
Visit the Campus Dining site for details
www.gvsufood.com
Got News?
www.lanthorn.com
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Tennis takes the Rough w Tough
highs with the lows
■ Lakers win big 
over Alma, then get 
shut-out by Ferris 
State
Kevin Corbett
Grand Valley Lanthorn
This past weekend was the 
best of times and the worst of 
times for the Grand Valley 
State University men’s tennis 
team.
On Friday the team scored 
an 8-1 win against Alma 
College, only to be shut out by 
9-0 the next day against 
archrival Ferris State 
University putting the team’s 
overall record at 11-4.
“Against Alma our first 
and second doubles played 
very well,” Head Coach John 
Black said. “Both teams were 
hitting great returns and serv­
ing at a high percentage. In the 
singles matches for the most 
part we played tennis that was 
good enough to get the job 
done, but not spectacular.”
The Lakers shut Alma 
down in all six singles match­
es, five of which came in 
straight sets. Freshman Kyle 
Dehne won (6-2, 6-1) in the 
No. 1 singles position.
“Kyle Dehne played
exceptional tennis against 
Alma,” Black said. “In his sin­
gles match he served the best 
he’s served all year.”
Dehne was followed by 
sophomore Nirun Raju (6-2, 
2-6, 6-3) at No. 2, freshman 
Adam Sandusky (6-3, 6-0) at 
No. 3, freshman Justin 
Sauerbrey (6-4, 6-2) at No. 4, 
freshman Nick Cron (6-1,6-3) 
at No. 5 and freshman 
Shaughn Barnett (6-1,7-5) at 
No. 6.
In doubles matches Denhe 
and Raju won (8-4) in the No. 
1 position, followed by a win 
from sophomore Kyle Klinge 
and Sandusky (8-1). Junior 
Greg Croissant and Barnet 
dropped the only match of the 
day (8-4) in the No. 3 posi­
tion.
The Ferris State match was 
particularly brutal for the 
Lakers in singles competition, 
where the Bulldogs won every 
match in straight sets.
“Ferris, currently ranked 
No. 26 nationally, is one of the 
strongest teams we will play 
all year,” Black said. “Even 
though we were shut out by 
them we played very solid ten­
nis in the singles. In fact (we) 
played much better than 
against Alma the previous day. 
The top four singles matches 
had several very close sets and 
the difference was only a few
points in each of them.”
In the No. I spot Dehne 
lost to FSU junior Jason Cole, 
6-4, 6-2. Klinge lost the sec­
ond position match to another 
junior, Martin Hoch (6-4, 6- 
4), Raju lost the third to Kyle 
Halberg 6-4, 6-0.
Sandusky (6-4, 6-2), Pete 
Schwallier (6-1, 6-1) and 
Justin Sauerbrey (6-0, 6-1) 
lost the fourth, fifth and sixth 
position matches, respectively
The doubles matches were 
no more forgiving for the 
Lakers. Dehne and Raju lost 
to FSU 8-3 in the No. 1 posi­
tion. In the No. 2, Sandusky 
and Klinge lost 8-2 and 
Schwallier and Sauerbrey lost 
8-2 in the No. 3 position.
“(This week] we learned 
that we need to improve our 
doubles play especially 
against the stronger teams,” 
Black said. “We also learned 
that we can compete with the 
strongest teams in our region 
in singles. But to beat them we 
will have to take our level of 
play even higher.”
Next week the men’s ten­
nis team will try to duplicate a 
match like it had against Alma 
when the team plays Aquinas 
College in Grand Rapids on 
Friday at 3 p.m. and Wayne 
State University on Saturday, 
also in Grand Rapids, at 2:30 
p.m.
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Grand Valley lent thorn / Sara J. Gross
Grand Valley Joy Mathews breaks away from a tackle as she runs through an opening in Loyola defense during 
the women s rugby game last weekend
Lakers take three of 
four games from Findlay
Amit Sheth
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s baseball team 
took three out of four games 
over the University of Findlay 
to improve its record to 12-6 
overall and 3-1 in the GLIAC 
conference.
In game one of the four 
game weekend against Findlay, 
the Lakers 
jumped out to an 
early first inning 
lead with a home 
run by Joe 
Mertes.
After a bolt­
ing three-run 
bottom of the 
first by Findlay,
Elijah Beckwith 
answered back 
with a shot over 
the right field 
fence for the 
Lakers to regain 
the lead.
The game 
went back and
fourth with both ___________
teams exchang­
ing runs. The 
Lakers tacked on three in the 
third and two more in the fifth 
inning, while Findlay kept it 
close with runs of it own.
Holding on to a 9-6 lead in 
the sixth inning, the Lakers 
looked to the bullpen to close 
the game. Closer, Joe Finnerty, 
struck out two batters for his 
fifth save of the season in one 
inning of work.
Scott Allen, Tim Hudnall 
and Mertes led the offense with 
five hits and six RBIs. Pitcher 
Phil Mixter (2-1), pitched five 
innings, giving up five runs on 
six hits with eight strikeouts to 
lead to the victory.
“We played well the first 
game,” said GVSU Head Coach 
Steve Lyon. “It was difficult 
because there was a two hour
rain delay, but the guys stayed 
focused and finished the game.”
In game two the Lakers lost 
6-5 in extra innings.
With two runs scored in the 
first inning, the Lakers began 
right where they ended in game 
one. However, Findlay bounced 
back with four runs of its own, 
including a three-run home run 
to take a 4-2 lead.
The Lakers struggled at the 
plate with only
------------------ five runs on six
hits. Pitcher, 
Matt Rafeld (2- 
2), was tagged 
with the loss, 
yielding six 
runs on eight 
hits with seven 
strikeouts in 
seven and two- 
thirds innings 
of work.
With two 
more games on 
Sunday, Lyon 
said the team 
must stay 
sharp.
“We need 
to stay mental­
ly tough,” he 
said. “We also 
need to continue to pitch well.”
On Sunday the Lakers took 
game one of the doubleheader 
5-3.
The Lakers started strong 
with two runs and added two 
more in the sixth inning to put 
the game away.
The Lakers kept Findlay 
guessing with aggressive base 
running. Allen stole second 
base and advanced to third on a 
wild throw in the first inning. 
Beckwith followed with a steal 
of his own in the second inning 
to set up the go-ahead run. Nick 
Sandy and Ryan Lyster also 
stole a base apiece.
“We have the ability to steal 
bases,” Lyon said. “We don’t 
have to rely on the long ball, we
u---------------------
We don't have to 
rely on the long 
ball, we can play 
small ball to 
manufacture runs 
if we have to.
STEVE LYON 
GVSU Men’s Baseball 
Head Coach
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can play small ball to manufac­
ture runs if we have to.”
Pitcher Jon Micoff (4-0), 
picked up the win going six 
innings, allowing three runs on 
five hits with four strikeouts. 
Finnerty picked up his sixth 
save of the season.
The Lakers offense came 
alive in the second game as 
they out hit Findlay 12-5 en 
route to a 10-2 victory.
The Lakers scored one run 
in the first, but did most of its 
damage in the fourth and fifth 
innings where they combined 
for seven runs on five hits.
Overall, Coach Lyon was 
pleased with his teams’ per­
formance.
“We played a good Findlay 
team on the road,” Lyon said. 
“It was a good way to start off 
conference play.”
The Lakers will see action 
today on the road at Michigan 
State University.
You have choices* Ex pi ore all your options.
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Apartments
•Two Bedroom Units
- Spacious Living with over 1000 Sq.. Feet
• Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers 
•Air Conditioning 
•On-Site Laundry Facility 
■ Quiet & Non-Smoking Units
- Many Amenities including Basketball and Volleyball Courts,
also a Community Room
2. Located Right Next To Campus 
3, Large Well Lit Parking Lots 
4, Quiet & Non-Smoking Units Available 
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- Many Amenities including Basketball and Volleyball Courts,
also a Community Room
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Electric
Boogaloo
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley lain thorn
“Dude, the last ‘No 
Pants’ party 1 went to got 
ridiculous after a girl threw 
up in a phone booth at my 
sister’s house and broke a 
Christmas tree.”
The statement above 
(courtesy of Sean Doyle) is 
probably the most absurd 
sentence to ever come out of 
one of my friends’ mouths, 
but it still doesn't top the 
fact that anyone even 
remotely cares about 
Courtney Love, that pathet­
ic, unattractive, talentless 
and boorish skank who has 
managed to maintain a 
mediocre level of celebrity 
by riding the wave of her 
dead genius/ legend husband 
Kurt Cobain, Unfortunately 
that wave is still going and 
Courtney knows how to 
swim, because I’d much 
rather shoot myself in the 
foot than have to look at 
her, listen to the endless 
amount of crap that comes 
out of her mouth (honestly, 
the girl has such a severe 
case of verbal diarrhea she 
should attach a toilet paper 
dispenser to her chin) or her 
terrible album “America’s 
Sweetheart.” As All Music 
put it. “Courtney Love’s 
greatest skill is selling a 
myth, or more accurately, 
self-myth, the illusion that 
she is an important rocker, 
the face and voice of a gen­
eration.”
Last week she made an 
appearance on Late Night 
with David Letterman. Here 
are a few of the highlights:
Letterman: “What’s the 
nature of your life right 
now?”
Love: “Showing my 
boobs.”
Love: (For no reason): “I 
used to be a porno star!”
She said more uninter­
esting things that weren’t 
even humorous to be classi­
fied as “unintentionally 
funny,” and then flashed 
Letterman. She also per­
formed a song I didn’t like, 
in the midst of which she 
fell on the floor, continuing 
to pose as a rock star.
That night, while per­
forming a surprise show in 
New York (which is a 
stealth move, because who 
would have shown up had 
they known she was going 
to be there), Courtney was 
arrested. No, not for her ter­
rible music, which isn’t 
actually a crime in the 
United States, but rather 
seemingly encouraged, but 
for allegedly tossing her 
mic-stand into the audience 
and injuring someone in the 
crowd. Love faces reckless- 
endangerment and third- 
degree assault charges.
So it looks like it was a 
big week for celebrities I 
don't care about. Between 
the misadventures of Love, 
things are looking bad for 
Guns and Roses. According 
to MTV News, where you 
hear it first, their guitarist, 
who isn’t Slash because the 
only original G'n'R member 
left anyhow was Axl Rose, 
but Buckethead has come to 
his senses (at least a little, 
as he still goes by 
“Buckethead") and has left 
the band. Every time a 
member has left the band 
since the early 90’s, Axl has 
recorded whatever they were 
working on, meaning there's 
a possibility that it’s going 
to be another forty years 
since “Chinese Democracy” 
will hit the shelves. And I 
ask, is that such a bad 
thing? When he was on the 
MTV Music Video Awards 
last year, he was a complete 
disgrace, and the new song 
they played did not sound 
like it was seven years in 
the making. So maybe Axl 
and whoever is in his band 
when all is said and done 
will fit in well with today’s 
music scene. Maybe there 
will be a big music festival 
called “Crapapaloozaand 
they’ll charge SI5 for water.
Wouldn’t that be grand?
Speakers to share experiences in jobs, life
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthom
Two notable speakers will be 
coming to Grand Valley State 
University in the next week.
On Matt Morris' ‘UnSpoken,’ 
tour, he will actually be anything 
but. The recording artist and 
Grammy-nominated songwriter 
will host an interactive session dis­
cussing the music industry in the 
Kirkhof Center’s Grand River 
Room Saturday at 10 p.m. 
“Reflections on Artistry and the 
Business of Music: A Dialogue 
with Matt Morris,” will consist of 
his experiences as well as his opin­
ions on the trend of file-sharing on 
the Internet. Morris, whose father 
Gary won a Grammy for “Wind 
Beneath My Wings.” will perform 
songs from his album, as well as 
new material on his acoustic guitar 
and piano following his discussion.
Morris, whose credentials 
include co-writing five songs on 
Christina Aguilera's sophomore
album. Stripped (including two 
hits, “Can't Hold Us Down” and 
“Infatuation.”) and “Miss 
Independent” with Christina 
Aguilera for American Idol winner 
Kelly Clarkson, released his debut 
album, UnSpoken, in 2003.
Following the performance, 
Morris will be available to take 
pictures and sign autographs. One 
audience member will also win a 
free copy of his album. The event, 
which is sponsored by Spotlight 
Productions and leaker Late Night, 
is free and open to the public.
On Tuesday, March 30 from 7 
p.m. until 9 p.m., David Travis, 
curator of photography at the Art 
Institute of Chicago will speak 
about his book as part of his 
"Photography and the Pleasures of 
Deception” lecture at the 
Loosemore Auditorium at the 
DeVos Center, located on the 
Grand Rapids campus.
“(Travis) represents a major 
and important voice in the world of 
photography, and that is why we
are pleased to have him,” said 
David Rathbun, a professor of the 
Schtx>l of Communications here at 
GVSU.
Travis, who has written two 
lxx>ks (including "At the Edge of 
the Light: Thoughts on
Photography and Photographers”), 
has also written 15 essays, articles 
and pieces for catalogues on pho­
tography, dating back to 1976.
In 1972, he became the 
Assistant Curator in the
Department of Prints and
Drawings at the Arts Institute of 
Chicago. When this expanded in 
1975, he became the Departnx.*nt 
Head and Curator of the then 
newly-created Department of 
Photography at the Institute.
“The exhibitions he has curat­
ed span the major movements in 
photography.” Rathbun said.
In 1987, Travis was knighted 
by the Chevalier de l'Ordre des 
Arts et des Lettres of France, for 
his contribution to and his under­
standing of photography.
Courtesy of Neivs tun! information Services
Grammy-nominated artist Matt Morris will be visiting GVSU to share his 
thoughts on his experiences and trends in the music industry such as file 
sharing on the Internet.
Dance Concert kicks off again
■ After a year of 
planning, Spring 
Concert officials hope 
audience is awed
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthom
The annual Spring Dance 
Concert will take place on April 
2 at 8 p.m. and April 3 at 2 p.m. 
and 8 p.m. in the Louis 
Armstrong Theatre in 
Allendale’s Performance Arts 
Center.
The concert has been in 
planning since last year said 
Stephanie Thibeault, assistant 
chair of dance.
"The Spring Dance Concert 
is an annual event, so we have 
planned since last year,” she 
said. “Many of the works on this 
concert have been created with­
in the last year. “
Some of the works that will 
be in the concert are “Ophelia's 
Lament.” “Paquita,” "TJ5” and 
“Spring Waters.” Grand Valley 
State University’s Jefferson 
Baum’s “Simply That” and 
Thibeault's "Beyond Rahsaan" 
and “Moving On” will also be 
featured.
Thibeault said she hopes the 
audience will be awed by the 
show.
“This evening of dance 
offers audiences the opportunity 
to celebrate dance and explore 
new ideas as they witness the 
artistry of the student dancers of
Grand Valley State University,” 
she said. “We hope the audience 
will be intrigued and inspired by 
the power of human move­
ment.”
Jefferson Baum, director of 
the concert, said GVSU has a 
strong program despite it’s size 
and should be able to put on a 
great show.
“We have an incredible pro­
gram,” Baum said. “I have 
taught at about 15 different col­
leges and universities across the 
country, most recently the 
University of Arizona, and our 
students really compare. Our 20 
or so majors compare incredibly 
well to the 150 majors at the 
University of Arizona.”
Behind the scenes students 
are putting in the hours to make 
this show one of the best the 
dance program ha,s performed.
Mark Krieger and Sarah 
Lowe are two of the major stu­
dent performers who will take 
the stage for this concert. This 
will be there last concert for 
GVSU.
Lowe said this show has 
required a lot of work from her 
over the past year.
“Every week we have three 
ensemble classes which are our 
rehearsals,” she said. “But dur­
ing tech week we have a whole 
week where we just practice and 
have dress rehearsals. It is a big 
process, but it is worth it in the 
end to be able to perform in 
front of the audience.”
Lowe said that despite the 
work, she is anticipating about
PLEASE SEE DANCE, 16
Courtesy of News ami Information Service
Mark Krieger and Sarah Lowe perform at one of last year's concert's. Both will be graduating after this year's Spring 
Concert.
Students get chance 
to read their poetry
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthom
As part of the Cultural 
Cafe series. The Cultural 
Poetry Slam Competition will 
take place on Thursday. April 
1 at 8 p.m. in the Grand 
River Room at the Kirkhof 
Center. It is a chance for stu­
dents to express themselves 
through the writing of poetry 
in a culturally diverse and 
affirmative environment.
This event is part of the 
Cultural Cafe scries, which 
started off with Open Mic 
Night on Sept. 12, 2003, and 
featured a local poet and 
activist, Michael Reyes.
The event was a big suc­
cess, with over 100 people in 
attendance and several audi­
ence members participating.
“There was a strong 
demand from the crowd to 
have more Open Mic Nights 
in the Cultural Cafd Series,” 
said Stacy Stout, who is 
heading the Poetry Slam 
Competition. “To meet this 
demand. Cultural Cafd pre­
sented another Open Mic 
Night in the Women’s Center 
Lounge.
“In addition to showcas­
ing a Grand Valley student as 
the featured poet, guests from 
the audience were encour­
aged to express themselves 
by reciting original writings, 
flows and lyrics, singing 
songs or playing instru­
ments,” Stout said. This trend 
has continued, leading up to
the Poetry Slam Competition.
Participants will pre-regis­
ter and perform a total of 
three poems in a series of 
three rounds.
They will be judged on 
their performances on a 10- 
point scale by a panel of 
GVSU faculty, staff and stu­
dents.
The student with the most 
points at the end of the third 
round will receive a trophy, a 
$100 cash prize and the title 
of Poetry Slam Champion. 
The student will also be 
invited to defend the title 
next year. The second place 
winner will receive a $50 
cash prize, and the third 
place winner will receive 
$25. The winners will be 
acknowledged in both the 
Lanthorn and on the Office 
of Multi-cultural Affairs web 
Site.
If you are interested in 
competing, contact Stacy 
Stout at stouts@gvsu.edu or 
visit www.gvsu.edu/oma for 
pre-registration guidelines. 
Students are encouraged to 
attend the free event, which 
is sponsored by the National 
Society of Black Engineers 
(NSBE), the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, Positive 
Influence, Black Student 
Union, the Arab Culture Club 
and Spotlight Productions
The Cultural Poetry Slam 
Competition is part of the 
Cesar E. Chavez Celebration 
week, and will begin with a 
special tribute to Chavez.
Wealthy Theatre to host festival
■ From last year’s 
turnout, this 
upcoming festival 
looks to be crowded 
with entries
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Ijxnthorn
The Wealthy Theatre in 
Grand Rapids will co-pres­
ent the Full-Frame 
Documentary Film Festival 
(FFDF), which take place 
the first week of April.
The largest film festival 
of its kind in the United 
States, the FFDF has 
brought more than 100 
screenings of the year’s best 
documentary films.
Last year over 730 films 
were submitted for consider­
ation; the finalists are picked 
by The Board of Directors, 
which includes famed direc­
tor Martin Scorcese (“Gangs 
of New York,” “Taxi 
Driver,” “Goodfellas”). and 
actor Martin Sheen (from 
“The West Wing”).
“This is an opportunity 
for audiences in Grand 
Rapids to experience an 
international film festival in 
the comfort of their own 
hometown,” Executive 
Director John Slagter said. 
“This may be the only time 
some of these films will be 
shown in Michigan ”
In addition to screening* 
of the documentary, the 
Wealthy Theatre is planning 
discussion groups and public
workshops.
Here is a look at the doc­
umentaries that will be 
shown at the Wealthy.
“Citizen King”
A revealing look at the 
last five years of Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr’s life.
“Dirty Work"
A film that focuses on 
what might be considered 
unusual jobs (such as septic 
tank pumper and bull semen 
collector), the people who 
have these jobs and actuully 
enjoy them.
“Farmingville”
A look into a small com­
munity in Long Island that is 
torn apart by the arrival of 
thousands of undocumented 
migrant workers, presenting 
all sides of the issue.
“Home of the Brave”
A look into the life of 
Viola Liuzzo, the only white 
woman murdered because of 
the Civil Rights Movement.
“Music from the Inside 
Out”
An intimate, behind-the- 
scenes look at the 
Philadelphia Symphony 
Orchestra.
“Maletilla"
Victoria Clay-Mendoza 
looks at the bull-fighter, 
starting with her desire to 
understand why her then 39-
year-old father wanted to 
become one.
“Tobacco Money Feeds
My Family”
' A documentary depicting 
the contemporary lives of 
several tobacco farmers.
“Thirst”
A look at California com­
munity activists and their 
campaign to prevent private 
takeover of the local water 
utility.
“A Place of Our Own”
Stanley Nelson’s look at 
the town of Oak Bluffs, a 
summer resort for genera­
tions of upper-middle-class 
African Americans, and at 
his own family.
“No Name Game Farm”
An examination of the 
sport of cockfighting.
Ticket prices for the fes­
tival will be $10 per show, 
$8 for students. You can pur­
chase a pass for the entire 
four-day even, which will 
run April I through April 4, 
for $75, by calling 222-4000 
before March 26, 2004.
For more information, 
visit www.fullframcfest.org 
and www.wcalthytheatre.org, 
which post show times when 
available. The Wealthy 
Theatre is located on 1130 
Wealthy Street in Grand 
Rapids.
%
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GVSU offers 
variety of 
concerts
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lan thorn
A variety of concerts will be 
taking place at Grand Valley 
State University starting today 
and running through this week­
end.
Today harpsichordist and 
forte-pianist Penelope Crawford 
will be returning to GVSU, per­
forming at n(x>n in the Cook- 
DeWitt Center.
This evening, the final 
installment of Into the 
Soundseape, will take place in 
the Loosemore Auditorium at the 
DeVos Center, starting at S p.m.
The music department spon­
sored concert is a showcase of 
electro-acoustic music from 
artists around the world has fea­
tured music from Canada, the 
United Kingdom, Hong Kong 
and the United States. Into the 
Soundseape VI will feature com­
positions from East European 
countries (including Russia, 
Hungary. Poland and Bulgaria) 
and will he curated by Julia 
Dmitrioukova.
"She has taught electronic 
and computer music history at 
the Schnittke Musical College 
and the Gnessin Musical 
College, both of which are in 
Moscow," said Dr. Chin-Chin 
Chen, who is responsible for the 
"Soundseape" series.
Dave Spring, a native from 
Grand Rapids who has been 
playing acoustic and electric bass 
for over 25 years, will be per­
forming Friday at 8 p.m. at the 
Sherman Van Solkema Recital 
Hall in the Performing Arts 
Center. He will be accompanied 
by Kurt Ellenberger, director of 
jazz studies at GVSU, on piano 
and Tim Froncek on percussion.
On Sunday, the GVSU Early 
Music Ensemble will making its 
debut with guest artist Patricia 
Ahem and GVSU music profes­
sor Pablo Mahavc-Vcglia direct­
ing. It will feature the works of 
Telemann, Corelli and Biber and 
will performed on period instru­
ments.
"People have been playing 
Bach for centuries, yet these 
instruments that Bach wrote for 
have only come back in fashion 
in the last 30 years." Mahav- 
Vcglia said.
It will also feature a per­
formance of Vivaldi's "Spring 
Concerto" with guest artist 
Patricia Ahem, a critically- 
acclaimed baroque violinist who 
is currently recording and tour­
ing with the Tafelmusik Baroque 
Orchestra. The performance will 
take place at 2 p.m. in the Van 
Solkema Recital Hall.
Next week Thursday, at the 
Recital Hall in the Performing 
Arts Center, Master Class will be 
performing with acclaimed per­
cussionist Evelyn Glennie. 
Admission is $5, which is 
payable at the d(x>r, and is open 
to the public. Call the music 
department at (616) 331-3484.
For more information on the 
"Into the Soundseape" series, 
you can visit
http://faculty.gvsu.cdu/chcnc/into 
_the_soundscapc htm.
band: $ (undisclosed amount)
make-up & wardrobe: $7000
soy cappuccinos: $250
camera crew: $ 1200 a day
you are here: priceless
hoobostonk
Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hoobastank.
there are some things money can’t buy. for everything else there’s MasterCard.
Series offers aid in Shakespeare
■ “No Fear 
Shakespeare "from 
Spark Notes, offers 
direct translation
JENN WlLDEY
Grand Valley Lanthorn
First came Cliffs Notes, 
which gave hope to students 
who dreaded reading novels 
for English class. Then came 
Spark Notes, a company that 
offered everything Cliffs 
Notes did, but for free. Every 
Spark Notes commentary was 
available online at no charge.
Now, Spark Notes is tak­
ing its assisted learning one 
step farther. With the help of 
Barnes & Noble booksellers. 
Spark Notes has created "No 
Fear Shakespeare,” a direct 
translation of William 
Shakespeare’s popular plays 
and sonnets.
On the left side of the 
page is the original 
Shakespeare text, and on the 
right side is a "plain English 
translation” that takes all of 
the guesswork out of 
Shakespeare’s words.
"No Fear Shakespeare” 
seems like it would be a stu­
dent’s dream and educator’s 
nightmare all in the same 
inexpensive package. Students 
and staff at Grand Valley 
Sratc University, however, 
had differing opinions on the 
new genre “anyone can under­
stand.”
“Part of what makes 
Shakespeare Shakespeare is 
the language,” said Becca 
DePotty, a senior journalism 
student. “I don’t think there is 
a substitute for reading the 
original version.”
DePotty, whose favorite 
Shakespeare work “Twelfth 
Night” is available in a No 
Fear translation, said study 
aids like Spark Notes are gen­
erally helpful but become 
hurtful to education when stu­
dents misuse them.
“Part of understanding 
modern literature is under­
standing its influences,” 
DePotty said. “Most modern 
writers were influenced by the 
classics,” like Shakespeare. 
“The type of literature that 
you write is influenced by the 
type of literature you read.”
DePotty said it would be 
wise for professors to know 
what Cliffs Notes and Spark 
Notes are saying, in order to 
detect if a student is using 
study aids in lieu of the text.
Matt Radowski, a senior 
business student, said he 
would enjoy using “No Fear 
Shakespeare” to help him 
read the classics.
“I really wouldn’t be able 
to understand the language,” 
Radowski said, “I would see 
if I could figure out what he’s 
saying and see if it matches 
what I was thinking.”
He said, however, that 
these types of study aids do 
not contribute to the educa­
tional process.
“Ultimately, they help not 
study and get a better grade 
for less work,” Radowski 
said. People who use study 
aids as substitutions for origi­
nal texts “may get a decent 
grade on the test, but would­
n't really understand the 
story. Part of the original ver­
sion’s essence is its time peri­
od and its language.”
A No Fear Shakespeare 
version is available for most 
of Shakespeare’s most studied 
works, including "As You 
Like It,” “Hamlet,” “Julius 
Caesar,” “Macbeth,” “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream,” 
"Much Ado About Nothing,” 
“Othello,” “Romeo and 
Juliet,” the Sonnets and more.
Christine Drewel, an affil­
iate faculty member in the 
liberal studies program, said 
that "reading is an active 
process, you have to spend 
time with it.”
She said she does not 
approve of using study aids 
like "No Fear Shakespeare" 
as a substitution for the origi­
nal text. When a student uses 
these, she said she can usual­
ly tell by tests and papers.
"Sometimes you just need 
to struggle with things and 
ask questions,” Drewel said. 
“Most of (these materials) are 
spoon-fed information.”
“The nature of language 
and the way he wrote it is 
lost,” Drewel added. "It’s like 
watching a trailer to a movie 
and not the movie. It cheap­
ens the whole experience, it 
dumbs it down.”
Straight to the pointe
Gram! Valley Lanthorn / Photographer
Ella Dunn and Mark Krieger perform at one of last year’s dance recitals. This year’s Spring Concert is 
scheduled for April 2 and April 3.
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Symposium to honor Dean of Science and Math
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley State 
University’s Dean of Science 
and Mathematics Douglas 
Kindschi, will be honored at the 
‘‘Science, Philosophy and 
Ethics” symposium April 2 
through April 3 at the 
Loose more Auditorium at the 
PeVos Center.
kindschi will transition after 
28 years as dean at GVSU at the 
end of this year to take a faculty 
role teaching courses in 
mathematics, philosophy and 
science/religion.
_ During his 28 years as dean, 
he has seen the Science and 
Mathematics Division grow 
from 79 faculty members to 
over 300. A variety of
undergraduate and graduate 
programs, including the School 
of Health Professions and the 
Padnos School of Engineering, 
were started under Kindschi.
Associate Professor of 
Biology and Chairman of the 
Dean’s Advisory Committee, 
Mark Staves, originally came up 
with the idea to hold the 
symposium in Kindschi’s honor.
The Dean’s Office wanted to 
have a scientific meeting, and 
the themes they chose of 
science, philosophy and ethics 
fit Kindschi very well. Staves 
said.
Kindschi was thrilled when he 
was told the symposium would 
be held in his honor. He said he 
feels it is truly an honor to 
have something like this 
conference held to recognize
both him and his contributions 
to GVSU.
"I was just totally surprised 
and enormously pleased,” he 
said. “I see it as a launch for my 
new career as a full-time faculty 
member.”
The two-day conference, 
which has been in the planning 
stages since fall, will feature 
four different sessions. The first 
two on Friday, April 2 will focus 
on science and philosophy and 
ethics of leadership from 1p.m. 
until 3p.m. and 3:30 p.m. until 
5:30p.m. respectively. The third 
and fourth sessions will follow 
on Saturday. Environmental 
ethics and biomedical ethics will 
be discussed from 9 a.m. until 
11:45 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. until 
3 p.m., respectively. A
complimentary lunch will be
served between the two 
Saturday sessions.
Each session will feature two 
or three speakers. The speakers 
will be from a variety of 
colleges and universities 
including Calvin College, 
Southwest Missouri State 
University, University of Illinois 
at Springfield and GVSU.
Kindschi knows many of the 
speakers personally.
“It will be wonderful to see 
them here and have them 
participate in the symposium,” 
he said. Since he played a role in 
choosing the speakers, many of 
them will be speaking on topics 
of great interest to him, making 
the symposium that much more 
special.
Staves said the hardest part of 
putting together the symposium
was coordinating schedules and 
making sure all the speakers 
would be available. However, 
he thanks the dean’s staff for 
making the symposium 
possible, and notes that they 
have been able to organize it in 
record time.
“We re extremely pleased with 
the group of people we got 
together and the quality of the 
speakers." Staves said.
After each speech, responders 
will lead a group discussion, 
Kindschi said. These responders 
will pay close attention to the 
speakers during their 
presentation and will aid in the 
processing of ideas during the 
discussion. After the conference, 
the organizers plan to publish 
the proceedings.
Kindschi said he hopes the
symposium will attract a variety 
of people including students, 
faculty, people from other 
colleges and universities, and 
the public in general. The 
conference has been advertised 
in local newspapers, as well as 
on the campuses of Cornerstone 
University, Hope College and 
Calvin College.
While the event is free to the 
public, organizers are asking 
that those who plan on attending 
RSVP by March 30. This is to 
account for room size and for 
the food service provided at 
both the lunch and the 
receptions that follow each 
session.
To learn more or to RSVP call 
(616) 331-2261 or visit the Web 
site at
www.gvsu.edu/symposium.
Protesting for peace, one year later
■ Peace rally 
commemorates, 
protests Iraq war 
anniversary
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
About 200 demonstrators 
gathered in front of the steps 
of Calder Plaza in downtown 
Grand Rapids on March 20 to 
mark the one year anniversary 
of the War in Iraq as part of an 
international protest against 
the war.
The rally, which was set up 
by the West Michigan Justice 
and Peace Coalition, featured 
speeches from local 
community activists.
Also featured were readings 
by a couple of area poets and a 
memorial for U.S. soldiers, 
particularly ones native to 
Michigan, Iraqi civilians and 
coalition forces who have died 
in the war thus far.
As part of the protest, 
demonstrators marched
around the block to the east of 
the plaza and an open-
microphone session was held 
where people were
encouraged to share their 
thoughts, feelings, songs and 
other expressions about the 
war.
Several members of the
WMJPC were present
distributing literature about 
the war and many 
demonstrators carried signs
with anti-war slogans.
The reason we must 
remember the anniversary of 
the war, said speaker and 
Grand Valley State University 
professor Michael Ott, is to 
build a better future starting 
now.
“We have to be involved in a 
continual battle for peace,” he 
said.
An ordained minister in the 
United Church of Christ and 
professor of sociology, Ott 
said all of the world's 
religious, philosophical and 
artistic traditions cry out for 
peace.
It is a lie, Ott said, to call the 
United States the protectors of 
Democracy and briefly cited 
other points of U.S. military 
involvement and occupation 
since World War II conducted 
in the name of democracy as 
examples.
“It is barbarous class 
warfare in the name of 
capitalism and imperialism,” 
Ott said. “We are the leaders 
of terror.”
“If you’re not outraged by 
this, I don’t know why you're 
here,” Ott said. “As peace 
people, it’s an outrage that 
doesn’t respond with violence, 
but determination.”
Doug Van Doren, pastor of 
Plymouth Church, which is 
behind the local “Wage Peace” 
movement, said in the year 
since protesters gathered at 
Veteran’s Memorial Park to 
demonstrate against the first 
Iraq bombing campaign, the
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Protestors gathered downtown on Saturday to protest against the war in Iraq. The rally was set up by the West Michigan Justice and Peace Coalition
Adult nightclub to open near new DeVos Place
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Pete Mowry
The new nightclub, if opened, will be divided into two sections and will feature both nude and topless dancing.
■ Despite possible 
city objections, an 
adult nightclub 
should be opened by 
fall of2004 
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Nightclub developer and 
retired Grand Rapids 
Community College professor 
Mark London has purchased a 
building at 234 Market Ave. 
SW in downtown Grand 
Rapids which he plans to turn 
into an adult nightclub by fall 
of 2004.
City officials were 
reportedly surprised to learn 
of London's intentions for the
location just a few blocks 
south of the new DeVos Place 
convention center when he 
first announced he had 
purchased the property from 
Senate Steel in late January.
Although there were some 
planning commission issues 
regarding typical business 
requirements such as signage 
and distance from the 
sidewalk. London said there is 
nothing the city can do to stop 
him.
“We have proper zoning,” he 
said. “That’s the main issue in 
this type of business.”
The biggest concern London 
said he faces is turning an 
industrial facility into a 
commercial space that will 
accommodate 400 people, 
especially with increased fire- 
code restrictions.
Once finished, the building
will be divided into two 
separate facilities. One side of 
the building, London said, 
will feature a bar that serves 
alcohol and topless dancing 
and have an age restriction of 
21 and up. The other half of 
the building will not serve 
alcohol, but will have a juice 
bar and nude dancers.
This would be the first 
location in the downtown area 
to feature this type of 
entertainment.
The building’s location, 
London hopes, will attract 
business from the new 
convention center and Van 
Andel Arena as well as local 
colleges in the area. He said 
he plans to have college nights 
with discount prices for 
students.
PLEASE SEE CLUB, B10
Singer/songwriter, Le Vasseur to visit DeVos and Kirkhof
■ Le Vasseur will 
visit Grand Valley’s 
Allendale and Pew 
campuses
Danielle Monroe
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley State University 
and Spotlight Productions 
welcomes performing musician 
Jason LcVasseur on March 30. 
LeVasseur, hailing from 
Amherst, Mass., is promoting 
his new album Watching the 
Girls Go By and will be 
performing at the Pew Campus 
on Tuesday from noon until 2
p.m. and in Allendale at 9 p.m.
LeVasseur, a singer-
songwriter for over a decade, 
has entertained crowds of all 
tastes. His musical style has 
been described as “charismatic 
propulsive acoustic pop" that 
blends an innovative kind of 
comedy into all of his 
performances.
For the last few years Jason 
has been writing and recording 
with the award-winning band. 
Life in General. The duo was 
selected as one of Musician 
Magazine’s “Top 100 Unsigned 
Bands” in the country and voted 
the National Association for 
Campus Activities’ (NACA) 
“Music Artist of The Year.”
Recently, LeVasseur was 
named the “Best Small Venue
Performer" for 2002 by Campus 
Activities
Magazine. He has 
toured and
performed 
internationally 
while selling over 
35.0(H) albums.
LeVasseur has 
shared the stage 
with the likes of the 
Dave Matthews 
Band. John Mayer,
The Wallflowers,
Widespread Panic 
and Vertical
Horizon.
“He's really an ________
awesome
performer,” said
Angie Seaman coffeehouse
chair for Spotlight Productions.
u------------------
After seeing 
him perform, 
we knew that 
he would be 
awesome.
ANGIE SEAMAN
Coffeehouse Chair of 
Spotlight Productions
He brings something different 
and exceptional
-------------- to what you
normally would 
think of acoustic 
music.”
LeVasseur’s 
music teamed 
with comedic 
interludes has 
won him many 
additional awards 
throughout the 
music
community for 
his wide range of 
taste.
Born in the 
United States, 
LeVasseur spent 
most of his childhood in Mexico 
and Belgium, finally returning
99
to the United States for college - 
but not before studying French, 
Spanish and Italian for a year in 
Milan, Italy. His world travels 
influence his playing style and 
his perspective on the world, 
allowing him to cross the line 
from roots/rock into world 
music.
“After seeing him perform, we 
knew that he would be awesome 
to have at Grand Valley," said 
Seaman after seeing LeVasseur 
perform at NACA, a conference 
Spotlight attends biannually. 
“lie's extremely talented and 
had us all laughing in our seats.”
For those downtown students 
who expect a singer to sit on a 
stage and entertain, this is not 
what they are going to sec.
“Jason isn’t the type of
performer to just sit in his seat 
and play,” said LeVasseur fan 
and GVSU junior Maggie 
MacKcnzy. “When he performs 
downtown I’m sure he’ll get up 
and interact with the crowd. For 
bystanders, it should be fun to 
watch.”
LeVasseur will be showcasing 
songs from his solo debut The 
Opening Guy along with 
playing many songs off his 
newest album “Watching the 
Girls Go By.”
LeVasseur will be performing 
at the DeVos center noon until 2 
p.m. and in the Grand River 
Room located in the Kirkhof 
Center beginning at 9 p.m. 
Spotlight
Productions can be contacted 
for more information.
<£raitb ^allep Hantljorn
INVITES YOU A ND A GUEST 
TO ATTEND A SPECIAL SCREENING OF
THE FIRST 50 STUDENTS TO STOP BY THE LANTHORN OFFICE 
WITH VALID STUDENT ID WILL RECEIVE A PASS GOOD FOR TWO.
Ottawa Creek Apartments
111 27 52nd Avc and Lake Michigan Dr. NW
• Spacious 1 or 2 bedroom apartments
• C entral Air
• Coin-op laundry in Building
• Just minutes away from (iVSl)
• Walkout balcony
• New basketball court
• Dishwasher
• Large closet space
(61 b) 677-5270
Now Leasing for the Fall Semester 
C all Now (616^ 453-9190
STADIUM
continued from page HI
set up with two different 
companies. Grand Valley bid 
and struck up a deal to purchase 
the bleacher seating from the 
Southern Bleacher Company 
which is based out of Graham, 
Texas. Southern Bleacher has 
furnished venues for schools as 
Ball State, Texas, Arkansas as 
well as a number of NASCAR 
tracks around the country.
“They [Southern Bleacher 
Company) are known as the best 
in the bleacher business,” Selgo 
said.
The other half of the deal is 
with Triangle Associates, based 
out of the Walker area. Triangle
GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
ssociales is set to be ii 
of the installation of the ordered 
bleachers, and for the renovation 
of the south entrance.
The project is envisioned to 
he done before the seuson open 
er next year and should not 
interfere with the Full truck and 
field season.
In the early stages of the 
expansion plan, ideas of a new 
scoreboard lor Lubbers Stadium 
was put in to the works, hut was 
nixed later on in the process. 
This most recent work on 
Lubbers Stadium comes ut the 
end of a long string of improve­
ments.
Over the last five years, 
Lubbers Stadium has been suh 
jected to dramatic improve­
ments since its dedication in
IT/*) Permanent lighting, a
stale ol the art weight room 
complex, six luxury Ihixcs adja 
cent to the press box. and 
improved locker room condi­
tions were some other factors 
that have transformed Luhhcis 
Stadium in to one ol the hotter 
venues ol Division II loothull.
"F.ver since we built the 
lights and played at nights, 
we've altrucled a lot more pco- 
pie regularly,'’ Selgo said. "I'm 
confident that we will continue 
to have a competitive football 
team to keep attracting the 
crowds."
The Lakers will play their 
home opener tin September 11 
in front of a si/.ably larger 
amount ol sealed Ians.
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‘Don’t take our word for what’s going on.’
Monthly Kent as low as
$167.50 per person*
Based on 4 person occupancy
l$mRMiiH KtH
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ONE MAN 
WILL 
STAND UP 
FOR 
WHAT’S 
RIGHT
DANCE
continued from page Ii4
able to perform. It is going to 
he the best show yet."
Kriegcr said he is also excit­
ed about his last major GVSU 
show' and at the prospect of 
moving on beyond GVSU.
"It is kind of exciting to 
move on. We are doing a lot of 
everything in pieces. We had 
people come in and set a pretty 
famous ballet on us, hut it is also 
kind of exciting to get out of 
here, move on and get into a real 
company.”
Krieger said it is also an 
interesting position to be in 
where he is a pioneer for the 
fledgling GVSU dance program. 
He and Lowe will only he the 
second year of graduates to 
come from the program.
"It is pretty cool being one of
the first people because no mat 
ter what you are always going to 
he there, you are not going to he 
lost in the middle," he said. 
“They are going to ltx>k hack to 
how things were first done and 
they are going to make correc­
tions off of you."
Both students are looking to 
get into dance companies. Lowe 
is also looking at teaching |ohs.
Jefferson Baum, director of 
the show said it is somewhat 
hard to watch Lowe and Krieger 
graduate.
"You have sort of a sense of 
melancholy because on one 
hand you have seen and helped 
them grow up and now they are 
really spreading their wings. It 
will he really interesting to see 
where they end up dance-wise 
and what companies. I really 
look forward to in future years 
possibly having them hack as
guest teachers ot guest choreog­
rapher! that would be realT> 
excited to bring alumni hack.,, 
make the circle complete."
Tickets can he purchased at 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre 
box office from noon to 5 p in 
weekdays. T ickets are $10 gen 
eral admission oi can he pur­
chased by calling Star Tickets 
PLUS at (800) 383 '717.
Get your news! 
Every Week
www.lanthorn.com
MAGIC MAZE
A MAN AT 
THE END
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions -
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
<%
Airman
Anchorman
Chairman
Clergyman
Corpsman
Fireman
Foreman
Freshman
German
Gunman
Human
Roman
Statesman
Woman
Woodsman
©2004 by Kino Features Syndicate. Inc. World riQhts reserved
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W//M 13 reporlor Gita Pullapilly spoke to students about her experiences in journalism on March 23.
N.> pin. li.isr nr. ess.uv while supplies last limit one "admit two p.is-. prison
Screening is Tuesday March 30.
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What's on tap: Events Calendar
Thursday March 25. 2004
• 8 a.m. — Eyes Wide Open 
Recruilment
• 10 a.m. — Community 
Outreach Week
• 12 a.m. to 1 p.m. — Arts at 
Noon - Penelope Crawford
• 12 a.m. to I p.m. — Women’s 
Pioneers Panel
•. 1 p.m. — Mesa at the 
Language House Great Room
• 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. — Students for 
Life Meeting at Kirkhof Room 
242
• 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. — Advocacy 
Training with jean Doss at the 
Women’s Center
• 7:30 p.m. — University 
Christian Outreach at 205 
Winter Hall
• 9 p.m. — Greek Week
• 9 p.m. to 12 p.m. — Hot Wings 
and Hustle at Kirkhof 
Thomapple Room
• 9:06 p.m. — Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity Incorporated
Informational
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
Skins
Friday Mardi Zfh.2m
• 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. — GVSU 
Toastmasters Downtown Club
• 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. — 
Community Outreach Week 
•'12 p.m. to 10 p.m. — New 
Soper Sale at DeltaPlex
• 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. — Graduate 
Program Directors Council at 
303 DeVos
• 3 p.m. — GVSU Men’s Tennis 
a( Aquinas College, Grand 
Rapids. Ml
•' 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. — 
Phenomenal Woman Program 
with Multicultural Assistants
• 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. — "Out on 
Fraternity Row" at Kirkhof 
Grand River Room
• '7 p.m. to 9 p.m. — Dating 
Game at Cook Dewitt
• 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. — Crop Till 
You Drop
• 8 p.m. — Bob Marley Birthday 
Bash at the Intersection
• 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. — Artist- 
Faculty. Dave Spring, Jazz Bass
• 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. — Laker Late 
Night
at Kirkhof
• 9 p.m. — Women’s Center 
Volunteer Corps at Women's 
Center
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
Skins
• 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. — FREE 
Pajama Party at Kirkhof
Saturday March 27. 2004
• 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. — R.I.C.E. 
Conference at Loqsemore 
Auditorium
• 9 a.m. to I p.m. — First Aid 
Certification at the Fieldhouse at 
Room 145
• 10 a.m. — GVSU Men’s 
Tennis vs. Wayne State 
University at the Outdoor tennis 
courts 1-6
• 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. — New 
Super Sale at DeltaPlex
• I p.m. to 4 p.m. — 
Infant/Child CPR at Fieldhouse 
Room 145
• 2 p.in. to 5 p.m. — AMA Bow l 
-A-Thon at AMF Miracle Lanes
• 9 p.m. to 2 p.m. — Laker Late 
Night
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
Skins
• 12 p.m. — NCAA Hockey at 
Van Andel Arena
Sunday March 28. 2004
• 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. — New Super 
Sale at DeltaPlex
• 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. — Early 
Music Ensemble Concert
• 7:30 p.m. — University 
Christian Outreach at 205 
Winter Hall
• 9 p.m. — Lambda Chi Alpha- 
Business meeting at Kirkhof
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
School of Rock
Monday March 29. 2004
• 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. — Cesar E. 
Chavez Foundation Speaker & 
Advocacy Rally (Chavez Week
• 1) at Kirkhof Grand River 
R(x>m
• 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. — Creative 
Memories Scrap booking 
Demonstration at Kirkhof Room 
142
• 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. — Future 
Police and Educators 
Association Meeting at Kirkhof 
Room 104
• 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. — Students 
Against Sweatshops Meeting at 
Au Sable Room 1142
• 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. — Eyes Wide 
Open Weekly Meeting at 
Kirkhof Room 104
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
School of Rock
Tuesday March
• 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. — Offering to 
Cesar E. Chavez
• 3 p.m. — GVSU Baseball vs. 
Hope (Home game)
• 5:30 p.in. to 7 p.m. — GVSU 
Women's Rugby at East 
Multipurpose Field 1
• 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m Hit 
House Fellowship Meeting at 
Kirkhof Grand River Room
• 7:30 p.m. — Ways of the Earth 
at Cook DeWitt Center
• 8 p.m. to 9 p in. — YBBW 
Weekly Meeting at Kirkhof 
Rixmi 142
• 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. — Jason 
LeVasseur performance at 
lounge across from Java City 
(Kirkhof)
• 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. — Relay for 
Life Bank Night
• 9:00 p.m. — College 
Republicans Meeting at Kirkhof 
Room 104
• 9:00 p.m. — RHA General 
Assembly Meeting at Kirkhof
• 9:00 p.m. — Circle K 
International; at Loutit Lecture 
Hall 101
• 9:00 p.m. — Women’s Issue 
Volunteer Corps at Women’s 
(enter
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
School of Rt>ck
Wednesday March 31, 2004
• 7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. — 
Allendale Toastmasters Club at 
Kirkhof Room 142
• 12 p.m. — Excellent in 
Leadership Workshop Series 
Kirkhof Room 215/216
• 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. — Preparing 
for the Career Fair at Kirkhof 
Room 215
• 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. — Asian 
Student Union Meeting at 
Kirkhof Room 104
• 6:30 p.m. to I a.m. —
Parenting Appreciation
Reception at Women's Center
• 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. — Chi 
Alpha Fellowship Weekly 
Meeting at Kirkhof Thornapple 
Room
• 7 p.m. — Pinochet’s Children- 
Film Screening
• 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. — Piano 
Recital- From the Studio of 
Professor Aviram Reichert
• 9 p.m. to 12 p.in. — Volunteer 
Recognition Banquet at Kirkhof 
Grand River Room
• 10 p.m. — FREE FLICK: 
School of Rock
• 11:50 p.m. — Silent march and 
Reception in Honor of Cesar E. 
Chavez
Lantoons
Nexus Of Lunacy by Kristie Good
3-25-04 "Hey. no pressure..."
Top of the week: Top 10 movies
TOP TEN MOVIES
1. The Passion of The Christ 
(R) James Caviezel. Monica 
Bellucci
2. Secret Window (PG-13) 
Johnny Depp. John Turturro
3. Starsky & Hutch (PG-13) 
Ben Stiller. Owen Wilson
4. Hidalgo (PG-13) Viggo
Mortensen, Omar Sharif
5. Agent Cody Banks 2: 
Destination London (PG) 
Frankie Muniz, Anthony 
Anderson
6. 50 First Dates (PG-13) 
Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore
7. Twisted (R) Ashley Judd, 
Samuel L. Jackson
8. Confessions of a Teenage
Drama Queen (PG) Lindsay 
Lohan. Adam Garcia
9. The Lord of the Rings: 
The Return of the King (PG-13) 
Elijah Wood, Sean Aslin
10. Spartan (R) Tia Texada, 
Ed O'Neill >
(c) 2(X)4 King Features 
Synd., Inc.
See word 
games, 
B7 &B9
A MAN AT THE END King Crossword
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Thursday, March 25. 200-1
Ad Rata for Students, 
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students, 
faculty and staff; First 20 words, $3 
minimum charge, then 15 cents per 
additional word, payable in 
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize 
or capitalize words in your classi­
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box
an ad; $2.00 extra. Deadline is 10 
a.m. Monday for that week's issue.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or 
leave a message on our after- 
hours answering machine. Fax 
number is 616-331-2465. Office 
hours: 9-4, Monday through 
Friday.
Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom 
reserves the right to edit or reject 
any advertisement at any time and 
to place all advertisements under 
proper classification.
Advertising
Classifications
Automotive
Birthdays 
Employment 
For Sale 
Housing 
Lost & Found 
Miscellaneous 
Notices 
Personals 
Roommates 
Services 
Wanted
Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20 
words, $6 minimum charge, then 
20 cents per additional word, 
payable in advance To boldface, 
italicize or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Classified display rate is $8.75 per 
column inch.
Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classified 
advertising is at noon on Monday; 
classified display advertising dead­
line is 10 a m. Monday. Bring or 
send your copy to the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in 
advance, thank you, until credit is • 
established.
FOR SALE HOUSING
Queen size waterbed with wood- 
head board. $150. 810-814-3721(to
AUTOMOTIVE
Walker, 4 bedroom, 2 story, 1 bath 
home, full basement, appliances 
included, large garage, 7.5 miles 
to GVSU, no pets, $925/month, 
year lease, available 5/1. Call 
(616) 560-1787. (3/25)
95' Probe, No Rust!! Good 
Condition. $1500 or best offer. Call 
616-443-7075. (tf)
BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell 
the world for just 15 cents per word, 
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the 
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons. 
Deadline is noon Monday for that 
week’s issue, (tf).
Apartment for rent. Two bed one 
bath near Allendale, heat and elec­
tric included. $550.00 a month. 
Please call Chad (616) 844-1295. 
(4/15)
Looking for someone to take over 
spring/summer rent. Your own 
room, washer and dryer. Campus 
West Apartments right next to 
GVSU. Willing to negotiate price. 
Please call Mandi at (616) 892- 
7069. (3/25)
EMPLOYMENT
Bartender Trainees Needed -
$250 a day potential. Local 
positions.
1-800-293-3985 ex. 119 (4/22)
The Lanthorn is currently look­
ing for cartoonists, writers and 
distribution staff for the upcom­
ing school year. For more infor­
mation and an application, stop 
by the Lanthorn at 100 
Commons or e-mail busi- 
ness@lanthorn.com.(tf)
New Local Phone Service. 
Experience desired, but not 
required. Furnished leads prods 
provided. We sign up a minimum of 
1 in 4 people we talk to. Reps aver­
age $600-$900 and paid weekly. 
Career/management opportunities. 
Flexible hours, lots of fun! Outdoor 
work/ transportation required. Beat 
college job you’ll find. Call 1-800- 
777-8902. (7/5)
ROOMMATE WANTED 
2 bedroom duplex, nice, clean, 
big deck. Kentwood/Cutlerville 
area. Call Ryan, (616) 827- 
0343. (3/25)
Country Place Apartments is 
currently leasing 4 bedroom 
townhouses. Close to campus. 
Bus pick-up, low rates, lots of 
extras. Call (616) 895-6060. (tf)
Houses For Rent 
2, 3, 4, & 5 - bedroom houses 
for rent. Blocks from downtown 
campus. Call Elliot, (616) 581- 
0095. (3/25)
Off Campus Housing 
4 or 5 bedroom house. Available 
May 15th. Five minutes from cam­
pus. For more information, call 
(616) 895-6873. (3/25)
Apartment for rent. Sibley 
Northwest, 2-3 bedroom, updated 
electrical, water included, carpet 
and paint, off street parking. $525- 
$575/month. No pets. (616) 446- 
3651. (4/15)
Downtown Perfect for Nursing 
Students
1/2 mile from Spctrum, 4 bed, 2 
baths, 2 stall garage. Hardwood 
floors, dishwasher, large deck. 
Front porch with view of city. 
Available in May. $1,200 + utilities 
per month. Call Bruce at 616-893- 
4462 (3/25
Boltwood Apartments is now 
leasing. 2 bedroom apartments 
1000 sq ft of living space and 
has bus pickup to GVSU cam­
pus right out front. Enjoy cam­
pus life at its best. Office model 
is open Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm. 
Call today! Ask for Roger at 
(616)895-5875 (4/1)
Allendale 4 bedroom Duplex for 
rent. 1/2 mile from campus. Call 
Bay Brooke LLC at 863-0177. (3/25)
JENISON TOWNHOUSE 
2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 baths,
washer/dryer, central air, dishwash­
er, quiet, 616-667-1210, 616-454- 
0754,616-457-3158 (4/22)
LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for 
the first insertion!! 25 words maxi­
mum. Email lanthorn@gvsu.edu
ANNOUNCEMENTS
I want your grad tickets please! I 
will pay you $. (616) 331-2463. 
(4/22)
I will pay $5 for graduation tickets. 
Contact (616) 530-1822 or
hillardc@student.gvsu.edu. Ask for 
Christina. (3/25)
Make money taking online surveys. 
Earn $10-$125 for surveys. Earn 
S25-S250 for focus groups Visit 
www.cash4students.com/gvsu. 
(4/22)
VISA/MC Guaranteed Approval!
Get paid for your opinions! Earn 
$15-$25 and more per survey! 
www.paidonlineopinions.com 
(4/22)
Bad Credit/No Credit. OK. Free 
details: Nick Somers 3927 
Residence CT. Allendale Mi 49401.
(4/8).
Term Paper Help Available 24/7! 
ThePaperExperts.com will help 
you with writing, editing or with 
your college application. All 
Subjects - All Levels. Toll-free 1- 
888-774-9994 . or .
ThePaperExperts.com to place 
your order. (4/22)
Need extra graduation commence­
ment tickets! Call Chara 
Fehsenfeld (616) 874-8684 home, 
(616) 835-2481 cell. (4/1)
NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls, 
booklets, information, CODs, etc. 
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers 
student organizations to promote 
themselves through free 
announcements published as Club 
Notes in the Laker Life section. E- 
mail your information, 150 word 
limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu(tf)
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish 
a friend good luck. Lift someone's 
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it 
public. Lanthorn Personals are a 
great way to let someone know 
you care. Call 616-331-2460 for 
more information.(tf)
WANTED
Wanted live-in nanny for the sum­
mer to watch 3 kids. Free room and 
board plus allowance. Must have 
clean driving record. Call evenings 
(616) 844-1187. (3/25)
Marketers Wanted!
$8-$12 per hour, 5-10 hours per 
week. Very flexible schedule. Need 
to be outgoing, energetic, enthusi­
astic! Vehicle a must. Call Matt 
(517)214-4208. (4/1)
Illustrator/Graphic artist to help with 
line drawings and basic graphics for 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn. $7.70 
per hour. Apply immediately at 100 
Commons, (tf)
Advertising Sales work tuition free 
next year in the GVL advertising 
department 2 years. Sales experi­
ence required. Summer availability 
a plus. Apply immediately at 100 
Commons, (tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The 
Lanthom is seeking essays, very 
short storied, poetry and opinion 
columns that relate to campus 
issues and themes. Humor pieces 
especially wanted. E-mail the editor 
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial 
staff appreciates your news tips and 
story ideas. Please help us make 
news available to the public. E-mail 
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Impale 
5 Encountered 
8 Maker of the 
9-7X SUV
12 Dagwood’s 
boss’s wife
13 Little 
Teapot”
14 Erstwhile 
Peruvian
15 Picnic 
invaders
16 Topics 
18 Capital of
Saudi Arabia
20 Most wise
21 Polygraph 
blips
23 Undeniably
24 Take away 
28 Unescorted
31 Wore away
32 Un, deux, - *
34 Raw rock
35 Miss America’s 
term of office
37 Dunk 
39 Filch
41 Stagger
42 Los NM 
45 Backcombed 
49 Command to
appear in 
court
51 Urbanite's call
52 Hardy cab­
bage
53 Calendar abbr.
54 Green acres
55 Sought restitu­
tion
56 Egos’ counter­
parts
57 Cornerstone 
info
DOWN
1 "Lion King” 
baddie
2 Author 
Morrison
3 Bohemian
4 Dark gray 
igneous rock
5 Gets the story 
wrong
6 Ostrich’s 
cousin
7 Surveillance
8 Persistent
attacks
9 Genealogist's 
concern
10 Play seg­
ments
11 Cordage fiber
17 Dave's rival
19 Gossip
22 Do the pots 
and pans
24 Put into words
25 Multipurpose 
truck
26 Not too much 
to take
27 Yak herders, 
often
29 S.A. nation
30 “Holy cow!"
€> 2004 King Features Synd . Inc.
33 Hook’s hench­
man
36 Cavorted
38 Walking on air
40 Halloween 
shout
42 Answers, on 
“Jeopardy!”
43 Waikiki 
wingding
44 Half (Prof.)
46 TV chef 
Moulton
47 Egress
48 Partake at a 
banquet
50 Affirmative
action
f I N E M A H K.
CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE
Crossings Mo d 1^6 532-3'i 1 1
Early Bird Specials 
’Bargain Matinees 
’Student Discounts
For tickets and showfimes visit
cinemark.com
Kaplan rebate o%:
Enroll today 
and get 
1100 back!
toe‘100 back through Kaplan s Rebaie t^enyou 
?nroll r*- LSAT. MCAt, GMAT GRE. DAT or TOEFL
cotrse between March T-March 37*
Call Of ml us onto lor more riomtfoi or to enrol
lest Prep and AOmssons
tamrpsgMrtfm*s»oram* r WO**
) )
WANTED
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is 
looking for staffers for 
various positions.
Please fill out an application 
at 100 Commons.
• ’
•*
#
$5,089.41
This was the most expensive 
electric bill for one month at 
STAFFORD GVSU Fail Factr
Magnum Tattooing Inc.
=APT Member=
=OR's Largest Selection of Quality BodyJewelry=
=professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing=
=Award winning Artists=
Magnum Tattooing Inc Magnum Tattooing II
2317 S. Division ^M|igMMM!^ 7450 Union Ave. Grand Rapids |K£isUU4UU|| jenison
616-245-1880 'MS2S53EP 616-451 7546
PEPPINO’S
PIZZA
14" Pizza
with I lopping
OtM
$4.95
04647 Lake Michigan Drive - Allendale ' • 
(across from Grand Valley State University) \
Expire* 5/31/04 895-4308
1
> * 
»
.» . »
f
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Shop the friendly community of
Allendale
Serving GVSU students, faculty and staff with top quality goods and services. 
This directory sponsored by area merchants and the Allendale Area Chamber of 
Commerce, aacc@allendalechamber.org. or phone 616-895-6295 ext.22
Allendale Eye Care
CONG RAIS GVSU National Champs!
CHAMPIONSHIP SALE
II
I
Sleep 1130) Commerce Rd.
1st Rd. west ot McDonalds 
www.jllcndalecvecarc.comINN
Inn & Suites 895-9550 Start
GVSU STUDENT ID 
REQ'D FOR SPEC 'I Al 
DISCOUNTS
Min. 4 box purchase
Rcmfictions may apply 
with some insurances 
Expires 4/30/04616-892-8000
*
DISPOSABLE
CONTACTS
Start <$ 18/li f)
BACK-UP
GLASSES
$ 68
IncL Frame, 
Plastic Lenses, dr 
Case u>/ purchase 
of yr. Supply C.L.
Country Cupboard
Home cooked meals
895-5155
GVSU Student Discount 
10% OFF Monday & Tuesday
West of Allendale campus 
on Lake Michigan and 60th
Our weekly circulation 
of 9,500 is distributed 
■ to the Allendale campus 
and the downtown campus
We have a 98% student 
readership and a 93% 
faculty/staff readership.
‘PI i ys wtfierapu ‘Assoc iates
Choose where you want to receive 
Your physical therapy treatments 
Out of town Physician's referral accepted
(616) 895-4770
*Sports Injuries 
*Rehabilitation 
| *Back Pain/Headaches
11301 Commerce Dr. Suite B
Scott MacDonald, PT 
Laurie Zawila, MSPT
Allendale, 49401
3 Reasons to Advertise with the Lanthorn
1) Employee expenditures in this area are estimated Grand Valley State
to total over $46.1 million for housing, transpor- University is a huge,
tation, goods and services. potential market!
2) Student expenditures in this area are estimated Call Amanda
to be over $125.7 million for transportation, goods Advertising
and services. Representative at
331-2462
3) Average annual university-related, non-scholastic for more information.
expenditure per student: $6,100.
. » {. .*i >-a 1- ..-i.
ALLEN DALEsupnv. inc.
We have 22,000 students, 
over 2,000 faculty and staff, 
end thousands of visitors.
w
5455 Auto a, Sorts A (616)895*4364
m i
A week devoted to him
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Sara /. Gross
Craig Taylor of the hip-hop group Blood Related entertained crowds with Christian songs at the Jesus 
awareness week festivities
PEACE
continued from page B6
world has become less safe, 
no weapons of mass destruc­
tion have been discovered and 
no formal connection has been 
made between the terrorist 
attacks of 9/11 and Iraqi dicta­
tor Saddam Hussein.
"We hoped that we were 
wrong,” Van Doren said. "But 
we were right.”
Also present at the rally was 
a group of about a dozen pro­
testers speaking-out against 
the demonstration. Comprised 
of members of the GVSU 
College Republicans and a
local group called the Protest 
Warriors, they waved 
American flags and recited the 
pledge of allegiance and other 
pro-war chants while the rally 
was going on.
“Our troops are there 
whether we agree with the war 
or not,” said GVSU freshman 
Kyle Rausch. “We need to 
show our support.”
Rausch said he was bothered 
by some of the signs protest­
ers of the war were carrying, 
such as slogans like, “violence 
begets violence.”
"We tried peace and got 
Sept. 11,” Rausch said. 
‘‘Appeasement begets vio­
lence.”
There have been no terrorist 
attacks in the United States in 
the past year, Rausch said. 
The only way to stop terror­
ists, he said, is to combat 
them. “Myself, as a citizen, I 
feel safer,” he said.
More information on the 
West Michigan Peace and 
Justice Coalition is available 
at www.justiceandpeacecoali- 
tion.org.
CLUB
continued from page B6
London worked with college 
students for 23 years at GRCC 
where he taught criminal jus­
tice and hotel and restaurant 
management development.
He also helped develop the 
school’s culinary arts pro­
gram. London said he also has 
worked for Grand Valley State 
University before and that in 
1976 he ran the police acade­
my there.
While other similar ventures 
of his have failed in Grand 
Rapids, London said this time 
he has the money to fight the 
city, whom he blames for his 
other failures.
"We aren’t going to let any­
one deprive us our rights,” he 
said.
Although he would rather 
see the location used for 
something else. Mayor 
George Heartwell said it 
appears London has met all of 
the necessary zoning require­
ments for his proposed busi­
ness and, therefore, the city 
cannot do much to stop him.
"The First Amendment of 
the Constitution protects these 
activities as free speech,”
Heartwell said. “We can’t say, 
‘not in our town.’”
What the city can do, the 
mayor said, is regulate where 
businesses like this can go.
Currently, the zoning ordi­
nance prohibits adult busi­
nesses like London’s from 
opening within 500 ft. of a 
residential area or church; 
they can only exist in industri­
al zones.
“It would appear that Mr. 
London has found a site that 
meets all of these tests,” 
Heartwell said. “Even if we 
wanted to, we couldn’t stop 
Mr. London from doing this.”
As for the half of London’s
club that will feature nude 
dancing, the mayor said the 
city was researching the pos­
sibility of stopping it through 
the use of city indecent expo­
sure laws.
A winner of the Civil 
Libertarian of the Year award, 
Heartwell said he thoroughly 
advocated free speech. As the 
mayor, he said he thinks this 
type of club is bad for the 
neighborhood.
“I think it’s an abuse to 
women and it plays on the 
worst instincts in men,” the 
mayor said
SUMMER STORAGE
M&S
STORAGE
II4TS 48th Avf Allendale. MI 40401
U-HAUL
895-9707
Allendale's Newest Storage Facility 
Fenced in Facility With 24 Hr Gated Access 
Surveillance Cameras 
Moving & Storage Supplies 
Accept Major Credit Cards 
Truck & Trailer Rentals
Call Anil Resent Today!
l,ocated Less Than 5 Minutes North of Campus
Downtown Housing
Beekman Management
2,3,4,5, Bedrooms 
Duplexes, Houses, 
& Apartments
11 properties available 
within 5 blocks of new 
Devos Center.
\ t
